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ABSTRACT
Recent years have witnessed unprecedented growth of health data, including mil-
lions of biomedical research publications, electronic health records, patient discussions
on health forums and social media, fitness tracker trajectories, and genome sequences.
Information retrieval and machine learning techniques are powerful tools to unlock
invaluable knowledge in these data, yet they need to be guided by human experts. Un-
like training machine learning models in other domains, labeling and analyzing health
data requires highly specialized expertise, and the time of medical experts is extremely
limited. How can we mine big health data with little expert effort? In this disser-
tation, I develop state-of-the-art interactive machine learning algorithms that bring
together human intelligence and machine intelligence in health data mining tasks. By
making efficient use of human expert’s domain knowledge, we can achieve high-quality
solutions with minimal manual effort.
I first introduce a high-recall information retrieval framework that helps human
users efficiently harvest not just one but as many relevant documents as possible from
a searchable corpus. This is a common need in professional search scenarios such as
medical search and literature review. Then I develop two interactive machine learning
algorithms that leverage human expert’s domain knowledge to combat the curse of
“cold start” in active learning, with applications in clinical natural language processing.
A consistent empirical observation is that the overall learning process can be reliably
accelerated by a knowledge-driven “warm start”, followed by machine-initiated active
learning. As a theoretical contribution, I propose a general framework for interactive
machine learning. Under this framework, a unified optimization objective explains
many existing algorithms used in practice, and inspires the design of new algorithms.
xi
CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Machine learning systems, especially deep learning systems in recent years, have
achieved major breakthroughs in several research frontiers, including computer vi-
sion, speech recognition, machine translation, and board game playing. In restricted
settings like trivia question-answering1, the board game Go2, and speech-to-text tran-
scription for major languages [149], machine learning systems have been demonstrating
impressive performance, on par with or even superior to human experts.
These recent successes have kindled enormous interest in applying machine learning
techniques to solve a wide range of real-world problems. Private and public sectors like
manufacturing, logistics and supply chain, marketing and customer relations, finan-
cial investments, health care, public transportation, law enforcement, and education
are all pursuing machine learning approaches to augment and even revolutionize their
traditional practices. Machine learning has been an increasingly popular tool for an-
alyzing data and harvesting knowledge in scientific fields outside of computer science,
including medicine, biology, astronomy, material science, communication studies, digi-
tal humanities, economics, and business. Our everyday life is surrounded by a variety
of intelligent services and devices with machine learning capabilities, such as search en-
gines, social network services, online retailing websites, intelligent personal assistants,
fitness trackers, self-driving cars, and small autonomous aircrafts. Machine learning
1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Watson_(computer)
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AlphaGo
1
is being integrated into the work and life of people from an extensive array of back-
grounds, not limited to those trained in computer science.
If we can build a computer Go program that outsmarts the best human Go player,
then can we build an intelligent health care program that is superior to the best human
doctors? In other words, can we replicate the recent successes of machine learning
systems in critical domains, such as health care? This is a natural question as machine
learning is quickly expanding its application frontiers in recent years. We hear different
opinions on this question. Prof. Geoffrey Hinton believes that artificial intelligence
will replace radiologists in the next five to ten years3. However, at the same time,
M.D. Anderson Cancer Center dissolved their contract with IBM Watson Health4.
Physicians can never adopt AlphaGo’s relentless try-and-error approach in treating
human patients.
Why can’t the same successes of IBM Watson and AlphaGo easily happen in crit-
ical domains like health care? Behind all celebrated machine learning systems is one
thing in common: a massive amount of training data. Training data take the form of
question-answer pairs, or labeled examples, for the machine to learn from5. In com-
puter vision, ImageNet contains over 10 million hand-annotated images, and Google’s
internal data set is at least one order of magnitude larger [124]. State-of-the-art speech
recognition systems are trained on hundreds of hours of transcribed utterances. Ma-
chine translation data for pairs of major languages often contain millions of translated
sentence pairs. Major search engines, such as Google and Bing, regularly hire thou-
sands of content editors to judge the relevance of millions of query-URL pairs, in order
to train and evaluate their search algorithms. Fortunately, the above annotation tasks
can be performed by the general crowd, which are accessible through platforms such
3https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2HMPRXstSvQ
4https://www.technologyreview.com/s/607965/a-reality-check-for-ibms-ai-ambitions/
5The training data for reinforcement learning algorithms are state-action-reward trajectories gen-
erated by the environment – real or simulated – in which the machine will operate. Generating such
data is inexpensive in the case of AlphaGo (as the rules of Go are completely known), but can be
very expensive for real applications such as conversational agents and autonomous vehicles.
2
as Amazon Mechanical Turk6 and Figure Eight (formerly CrowdFlower)7, and can
be programmatically managed in real time [86] and with humans in the loop [113].
Crowdsourcing approaches have fueled the collection of large-scale training data for a
variety of machine learning tasks, such as computer vision [30, 73], speech and natural
language processing [129, 19, 81], and robotics [49].
However, stepping out of research laboratories into real-world scenarios, machine
learning systems hardly get sufficient high-quality training data. Unlike research bench-
mark data sets or highly focused industrial products, it is impossible for every real-
world machine learning task to afford a large amount of labeled examples for at least
the following two reasons.
• Scarce domain expertise: labeling and analyzing data in many domains can
be extremely time-consuming and requires highly specialized expertise. For in-
stance, labeling medical text data requires dedicated time and attention of expe-
rienced physicians and nurses. In a text de-identification task [132], labeling only
310 clinical notes took a group of MIT medical researchers 568 annotator-hours.
Unfortunately, these medical experts are in short supply and often occupied by
more urgent duties than data annotation. Although rich knowledge exists in the
experts’ head and medical knowledge bases, most machine learning algorithms
can only learn from question-answer pairs. Similar difficulties happen in profes-
sional scenarios such as legal, commercial, governmental, and academic domain
tasks. Practitioners in these domains have pressing needs for processing increas-
ingly large data sets, but they rarely have enough time for labeling examples,
and their expertise is scarce. To make things even worse, data in these domains
are often protected by privacy and security regulations, making it very hard to
crowdsource the labeling tasks to other professionals. Therefore these domains
are witnessing little adoption of machine learning techniques.
6https://www.mturk.com/
7https://www.figure-eight.com/
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• Diverse ad hoc tasks: in their working context, practitioners often need to
define and solve ad hoc machine learning tasks, where no historical training data
exist. For example, a physician wants to identify and analyze a cohort of pa-
tients with similar symptoms of a new patient; a researcher needs to perform a
comprehensive literature survey on a new research topic; a paralegal is assigned
to retrieve all relevant pieces of evidence from an email collection for a new case;
a social scientist who studies a group of social media users aims to code their
online posts into an ad hoc set of semantic categories. In all the cases above, the
user aims to sort a large number of documents into predefined categories, which
should be a perfect task for machine learning classifiers. However, the high cost
of labeling a large amount of training examples from scratch may discourage
the practitioner to adopt a machine learning approach, as these tasks are often
one-off.
How can we proceed in these scenarios, where we cannot have enough labeled data
to train powerful machine learning models? This intriguing and pressing question has
been calling for answers from both researchers and practitioners in recent years [2].
Many research directions are trying to solve this problem, including semi-supervised
learning [167], weakly supervised learning [166], transfer learning [99], one-shot/zero-
shot learning [41, 131], active learning [117], Bayesian optimization [122], and lifelong
machine learning [25].
My attempt in answering this question starts with a reflection on the current re-
lationship between the human and the machine in recent machine learning practices.
In supervised machine learning, one often uses the metaphor that the human is the
teacher and the machine is the student. If we take a closer look at the current “teacher-
student” relationship between the human and the machine, then we can find it far from
what we would expect. On the human teacher side, her only job is to create millions
of training examples, each like an miniature exam, as the sole material to teach the
4
student. The machine student, on the other hand, spends all her time trying to get
high scores on millions of “practice exams” (training examples), in the hope that she
can achieve a high score in the “final exam” (test examples). Under this learning strat-
egy, the student might indeed obtain a high score in the “final exam”, but it is very
inefficient in terms of teaching efforts, or number of training examples. The teacher
actually serves as a cheap labor who tirelessly provides question-answer pairs to the
student. The situation is very similar to “rote learning”, where learning largely relies
on brutal force.
Human learning strategies, in contrast, are much more efficient. In the process of
human learning, the teacher and the student interact and collaborate with one another.
Not only the teacher can ask the student questions, the student can also raise questions
back to the teacher. A good teacher does not just provide answers, but also explains
why an answer should be as such. To teach a concept, the teacher will break down a
whole instance into smaller parts, show its key attributes, and present typical examples
as well as nonexamples. A good student is not just good at answering questions, but
also proactive and curious in the learning process. She knows where her understanding
is solid and where it is still vague, and is able to formulate good questions to explore
unknown areas to resolve uncertainty. As such, an active student can grasp the essence
of a concept without having to solve a large number of problems. In the ideal case, a
student comes to the class knowing how to learn. The teacher starts by showing the
definition (i.e., key attributes) of a concept and a few typical examples. The student
then sets out gathering relevant material to study, comes back asking clarification
questions, and quickly masters the concept after a few rounds of interaction.
What makes human learning so efficient? The reflection above reveals two distinc-
tive features of human learning. First, instead of solely observing input-output pairs,
a human teacher decomposes an entire example into named attributes or subconcepts,
and directly teaches the students which attributes are essential and which should be
5
ignored. Explicitly passing on knowledge this way saves a good amount of student
effort, as otherwise the student has to observe a large amount of examples to figure out
which attributes are important. Second, instead of passively waiting for the teacher, a
good human learner knows what she knows and actively seek for material to learn what
she does not know yet. Using such a meta-learning strategy, the student maximizes
the information gained from every question, thus increases the chance of learning in
each interaction. The two aspects – knowledge and meta-learning strategy – reinforce
one another. The more knowledge a student has, the better she knows her weakness
on the subject, the more targeted and sensible her questions will be, and the faster
her knowledge accrues. Such a learning strategy is the major inspiration behind this
dissertation.
1.1 The Goal and Contribution of this Dissertation
As discussed above, learning is naturally an interactive and continuous process. This
dissertation aims to design algorithms and study principles that embody this basic
idea, which we call interactive machine learning. Compared to the conventional
supervised machine learning, an interactive machine learning algorithm has one or more
of the following characteristics:
• It understands diverse input modalities, such as keywords, key attributes, con-
textual cues, logical rules, relative preferences, knowledge base entries, related
data and models, and even natural language statements about the task. This
allows the human teacher to flexibly express her knowledge to the learner, which
maximizes the chance of learning. This is especially useful at the early stage
of learning, where the teacher needs to endow the learner with as much prior
knowledge as possible, so as to reduce the teaching effort later on. To realize
this subgoal, the learner needs new input channels and internal representation
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methods to consolidate and learn from different learning signals.
• It communicates in diverse output modalities, such as predicted labels, confidence
scores, and decision explanations for individual examples; decision boundary,
clustering structure, summary statistics, and visualizations for a set of examples;
and even generated examples (synthesized or retrieved) pertaining to the task.
This allows the machine to clearly expose its current understanding of the task
and express its current doubts in various forms, which informs the human where
to target her teaching effort. To realize this subgoal, the learner needs new output
channels and presentation methods to communicate different learning outcomes.
• It is proactive in the learning process, not passively waiting for training materials
to arrive. A typical strategy is active learning [117], where the machine learner
chooses examples and asks the human teacher to label. With diverse input and
output modalities, the algorithm can seek for and understand supervision signals
in more flexible forms than labeled examples. In a broader sense, the machine is
intelligent not only after the learning is done, but during the learning process. It
is a meta-learner that knows how to learn, and may even adjust its meta-learning
strategies to improve the learning outcome, a capability known as learning to
learn.
The goal of this dissertation is to design, evaluate, and understand interactive ma-
chine learning algorithms that help human experts accomplish real-world data mining
tasks with minimal teaching effort. On the application side, it aims to propose novel
learning algorithms that delivers high-performance models using intuitive modes of in-
teraction. On the theoretical side, it aims to discover the common principle underlying
a variety of interactive machine learning algorithms, which can then inform the design
of new ones.
The dissertation has a special focus on applications in the health domain. The spe-
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cial nature of health domain creates a unique challenging scenario for machine learning
methods, because (1) data in the health domain are often unstructured, heteroge-
neous, and large; (2) training data are in very limited supply as it is expensive and
time-consuming for domain experts to label examples; (3) high-performance models are
often required to ensure high-quality care; (4) the domain is known to have curated a
wealth of knowledge, including systematic knowledge bases, ever-increasing literature,
and physicians’ rules of thumb. Therefore the goal of interactive machine learning al-
gorithms for the health domain is to allow medical domain experts to efficiently train
machine learning algorithms, with minimum supervision effort and maximum reuse of
medical domain knowledge.
1.1.1 Summary of Contributions
This dissertation makes the following contributions to the fields of information retrieval
and machine learning.
1. A general framework for interactive high-recall retrieval. This is a versa-
tile framework that integrates the strengths of relevance feedback in information
retrieval (IR) and active learning (AL) for classification (Chapter 3). From an IR
perspective, it provides an effective algorithmic solution to high-recall retrieval,
an important and hard problem in professional IR. From an AL perspective, it
extends AL algorithms to scenarios where the data collection is only accessible
via a search interface, which is often the case for very large data collections.
2. Methods for warm-start active learning. Active learning works best when
the base learner already has decent performance. This is often not the case at
the very beginning of the learning process, when few or no labeled examples
are available, a problem known as “cold start”. This dissertation proposes a
suite of algorithms to “warm-start” the active learning process by leveraging
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domain knowledge through diverse input channels (Chapter 4 and 5). Empirical
experiments show that a warm start at the early stage and active learning in the
later stage can reliably accelerate the overall learning process.
3. A unified objective for interactive machine learning algorithms. Many
supervised learning algorithms can be explained by the structural risk minimiza-
tion principle, yet there lacks a common principle that unifies the myriad of
interactive machine learning algorithms. This dissertation proposes a unified
optimization objective that explains a variety of interactive machine learning al-
gorithms (Chapter 6). The unified objective not only enhances our understanding
of existing interactive learning algorithms, but also informs the improvement of
existing algorithms and the design of new ones.
1.2 Dissertation Outline
In Chapter 3, I describe a novel interactive high-recall retrieval framework, which
we call ReQ-ReC. The goal is to help professional searchers efficiently find as many
relevant documents as possible. High-recall retrieval can be useful in many cases, such
as systematic literature review, patient cohort retrieval, patent search, e-discovery, and
market research.
In Chapter 4, I adopt an instantiation of ReQ-ReC to solve medical word sense dis-
ambiguation (WSD) tasks. By inviting domain experts to search for typical examples
of each word sense, the WSD model quickly gain performance at the beginning of the
learning process, which reduces the overall demand of labeled examples to achieve a
high WSD accuracy.
In Chapter 5, I designed a novel algorithm that directly learns from expert’s prior
knowledge (distinctive features) in medical WSD tasks. It gives the WSD model a
strong performance at the very beginning of learning, effectively helping the model
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reach high accuracy with significantly fewer labels than baseline interactive learning
methods, including classical active learning methods and the ReQ-ReC instantiation
in Chapter 4.
In Chapter 6, I propose a common principle underlying many interactive machine
learning algorithms. It is a unified framework that depicts interactive machine learning
as a two-player game, in which the data selection algorithm has a clear objective. The
framework is general enough to explain many active learning algorithms as special
cases. The chapter then discusses novel instantiations of the framework, including
different choices of an objective term and a new query synthesis algorithm for text
classification. Preliminary results show that the framework is effective in a high label
noise case where uncertainty-based active learning underperforms random sampling.
I summarize the dissertation in Chapter 7, with discussions on its limitations and
many research directions that naturally follow from it.
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CHAPTER 2
A Review of Interactive Machine Learning
In this chapter, I conduct a review of interactive machine learning. It starts with a
general discussion about possible interaction modalities between the human and the
machine. To develop better interactive learning algorithms, it is important to first
recognize the difference between “languages” spoken by the human and the machine,
and then design interactions on top of their common language. Then it surveys a
variety of algorithms for interactive machine learning, sorted by type of questions they
can ask. As machine learning is increasingly used by real human users, it has attracted
the attention from the human-computer interaction (HCI) community. The last part
of the survey shows recent studies on machine learning from an HCI perspective.
This dissertation only considers training supervised learning models, not reinforce-
ment learning agents. Note that reinforcement learning agents also learn by interacting
with the environment, and sometimes human teachers. This is out of the scope of this
dissertation.
2.1 Interactive Learning Algorithms
What types of interaction can happen between a machine learning algorithm and a
human teacher? To answer this question, it is helpful to first consider what language is
spoken by both the human and the machine. Their languages have overlap but are not
completely the same. Figure 2.1 is a Venn diagram that visualizes this relationship.
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Figure 2.1: Humans and machine learning algorithms understand different languages.
Effective interactions between the algorithm and the human being can only happen
in the shared space in Figure 2.1, as well as composition of semantics therein. A
normal human user does not intuitively understand “margin” in a high-dimensional
space. An algorithm does not understand “causal relation” if it is not programmed to
do so. To expand the modes of interaction, we can (1) make the learning algorithm
more powerful (e.g. to design more flexible ways of data representation, to target at
more complex learning objectives, and search across wide range of hyperparameters)
and (2) find more accessible ways to reveal the inner workings of the algorithm (e.g.
through information visualization techniques).
Below we consider possible types of interaction that can happen between a human
teacher and a machine student, and organize learning algorithms under different types
of interaction. As a simple running example to facilitate presentation, we take a simple
learning text mining task: to classify news text into “sports news” or “non-sports
news”. We assume that the human teacher is familiar with this task domain.
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2.1.1 Labeling Instances
The most traditional and prominent type of interaction is to label existing instances,
as used by a wide variety of active learning algorithms.
• Machine: What is the label of ‘Michigan Football is ranked 3rd in Big
Ten in 2015-16 season’?
• Human: The label is ‘Sports News’.
Extensive research efforts have been devoted in this line of research. Refer to [117, 3]
for systematic reviews of the area. Recent years have seen increasing applications of
active learning. It solves tasks beyond classification, such as recommendation [56, 63],
ranking [16, 92], representation learning [162], etc. Active learning is applied to save
labels for real-world, industry-scale problems, such as training search engines [157] and
computational advertising [107].
2.1.2 Searching for Instances
When the training data is very sparse, there even lacks unlabeled examples for active
learning algorithms to query in the first place. This situation happens at the early
stage of learning, or when the class distribution is highly imbalanced (few examples
for the minority but interesting class) [10, 7]. In such cases, the algorithm can ask the
human to retrieve or generate an example of a class.
• Machine: Can you give me an example of ‘Sports News’?
• Human: ‘Jim Harbaugh is the current coach of Michigan Football.’
In text classification tasks, it is more convenient to allow the user to retrieve an example
using keyword search than to write down an example from scratch. On the other hand,
in image recognition tasks, it could be convenient to allow the user to sketch an example
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(e.g. when the task is to classify handwritten digits 0-9). When the goal is to retrieve
as much example in one class as possible (as in high-recall retrieval), the task is referred
to as “active search” in literature [67, 142]. Theoretical analysis has shown the power of
adding a search component into active learning [14]. This line of research is intimately
related to Chapters 3 and 4.
2.1.3 Labeling Features
The algorithm can present a feature to the user, and ask the user to label which class
is most strongly associated with that feature, if any.
• Machine: Which of the following features are indicative of the class ‘Sports News’:
football, water, tax.
• Human: football is an indicative feature; water is neutral; tax is likely a
negative feature.
This direction is called active feature labeling (AFL) [87, 105, 104, 36, 147, 102].
The features can be ranked by the machine-predicted correlation with each class. In this
line of work, feature importance is used as either “soft data” or prior/regularization
in training machine learning models [35, 58, 65, 101]. Usually, this type of feature
labeling is coupled with instance labeling, and referred to as “active dual supervision”
[106, 94, 9, 118, 71]. Labeling features out of context can be ambiguous, especially
when the feature is not very indicative. In such scenarios, the human should be able
to answer “neutral”, “nonrelevant” or “I don’t know”.
2.1.4 Labeling Rationales
Since labeling features can be hard, it is sometimes more user-friendly to ask the human
teacher to pinpoint a subpart of inside a labeled instance, showing why the instance is
labeled as such.
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• Machine: Please highlight the feature(s) indicating ‘Sports News’: ‘Kobe
reflects on his NBA career.’.
• Human: Kobe reflects on his NBA career. (‘NBA’ is highlighted).
• Machine: In ‘Loyal fans of Kobe beef crowded the restaurant’, the fea-
ture Kobe is a strong feature of ‘Sports News’. Am I right?
• Human: No. In fact, the phrase Kobe beef is a negative feature of ‘Sports News’.
In the first interaction above, the user highlighted the most informative word as the
rationale. In the second interaction, when the machine has its own guess of rationale,
the human can confirm or reject the guess. This direction is explored recently, referred
to as “active learning with annotator rationales”, or “transparent active learning”
[159, 123, 15]. This line of work heralded the research area of interpretable/explainable
machine learning [78, 46, 77, 17, 34].
2.1.5 Machine Teaching
As an inverse problem of machine learning, the subfield of machine teaching aims at
constructing the smallest data set to train a desired machine learning model [168,
91]. Such a goal sounds very similar to that of active learning, except for an critical
difference: machine teaching assumes the teacher knows the final model, including its
structure and parameter values, while a teacher in an interactive machine learning
setting does not know such a final model. For complex machine learning tasks in
practice, there is no way even for human experts to know precise parameter values of
a model.
The mixed-initiative classifier training proposal relaxes the above assumption: hu-
man experts can guide learning by providing good initial training examples, and later
on active learning can query examples around the decision boundary to fine-tune the
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model [133]. The ReQ-ReC framework in Chapters 3 and 4 can be seen as mixed-
initiative learning procedures for real-world text mining tasks.
2.1.6 Other Modes of Interaction
To reduce labeling effort, enrich teaching channels, and account for real-world concerns,
researchers have been proposing new modes of interaction for machine learning. This
include active learning from pairwise comparisons [44, 66], rules of thumb [109, 24],
noisy oracles [32, 127], and even manipulating confusion matrices [70]. Weak super-
vision signals are extracted from existing knowledge bases for information extraction
tasks [59]. Different signals of supervision are then translated into loss terms or con-
straints in model training.
2.2 Human Factors
As machine learning and data analytics become increasingly popular in recent years,
interactive machine learning is rising as a research topic and gaining increasing atten-
tion from the HCI community. While machine learning researchers focus more on the
algorithm side, HCI researchers bring a holistic perspective from the human side.
HCI researchers emphasize that humans are not oracles [4]. This is in contrast with
the standard assumption made by active learning: that the human annotator always
provides accurate answers to each example. A real human user can have non-uniform
labeling cost [121, 119, 12], fatigue, inaccuracy, sense of achievement and frustration
when observing the progress of learning, desire to have more control on what and
how the algorithm learns, curiosity of understanding why the algorithm make specific
decisions, and subjective perception of performance (other than the reported accuracy
or F1-score). These human factors surface from recent work in human computation,
where data annotation tasks are crowdsourced to non-expert users [82]. In such cases,
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an interactive machine learning algorithm should account for quality of contributions
from different annotators when querying for labels [22].
The HCI community places human users at the core of a machine learning appli-
cation. Indeed, human interaction persists in the entire life cycle of machine learning:
data acquisition, feature determination, class definition, objective design, annotation,
hyperparameter tuning, model interpretation, and model revision as new data arrive.
A human user’s decision plays the central role in each step, most of which go through
an interactive process. From an HCI perspective, the goal is to design systems that
enable human users to have a smooth and intuitive experience in using and under-
standing machine learning algorithms. This perspective motivates us to see a bigger
picture than devising better learning algorithms.
To support the full life cycle of interactive machine learning, the HCI community
has been proposing general principles and advice on interface design [146, 62, 163, 77]
and specific designs for visual data analytics, such as text mining [26, 155], time series
analysis [100], mobile application clustering [21], semantic space exploration [38], and
social networks [6]. In real-world annotation tasks, the human may revise her under-
standing of the task concept, which should be accommodated by the interface [76].
To facilitate the collection of labels, crowdsourcing techniques are proposed [31, 73].
To help the user better understand and manage learned machine learning models, re-
searchers have been proposing interpretable and debuggable machine learning methods
[77, 78, 46, 5, 17, 34]. Finally, even a well-trained machine learning model can still
have blind spots if its training data were biased. The machine cannot be self-aware
because it is too “confident” about its predictions. In such cases, we need to invite
human users into the “machine debugging” loop and identify those blind spots [8, 79].
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CHAPTER 3
Interactive High-Recall Retrieval
This chapter considers a scenario where a professional searcher requires both high
precision and high recall from an interactive retrieval process. Such scenarios are very
common in real life, exemplified by medical search, legal search, market research, and
literature review. When access to the entire data set is available, an active learning
loop could be used to ask for additional relevance feedback labels in order to refine a
classifier. When data is accessed via search services, however, only limited subsets of
the corpus can be considered — subsets defined by queries. In that setting, relevance
feedback [114] has been used in a query enhancement loop that updates a query.
We describe and demonstrate the effectiveness of ReQ-ReC (ReQuery-ReClassify),
a double-loop retrieval system that combines iterative expansion of a query set with
iterative refinements of a classifier. This permits a separation of concerns: the query
selector’s job is to enhance recall, while the classifier’s job is to maximize precision on
the items that have been retrieved by any of the queries so far. The overall process
alternates between the query enhancement loop (to increase recall) and the classifier
refinement loop (to increase precision). The separation allows the query enhancement
process to explore larger parts of the query space. Our experiments show that this
distribution of work significantly outperforms previous relevance feedback methods
that rely on a single ranking function to balance precision and recall.
Acknowledgment. The study in this chapter was conducted in close collaboration
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with Dr. Cheng Li, who contributed equally to the design, implementation, evaluation,
and presentation of this study. We published the results in SIGIR 2014 as co-first
authors [85]. Dr. Li has generously granted me permission to present this work as a
chapter in this dissertation.
3.1 Introduction
We are witnessing an explosive growth of text data in many fields, including millions of
scientific papers, billions of electronic health records, hundreds of billions of microblog
posts, and trillions of Web pages. Such a large scale has created an unprecedented
challenge for practitioners to collect information relevant to their daily tasks. Instead
of keeping local collections of data related to these tasks, many users rely on centralized
search services to retrieve relevant information. These services, such as Web search
engines (e.g., Google), literature retrieval systems (e.g., PubMed), or microblog search
services (e.g., Twitter search API) typically return a limited number of documents
that are the most relevant to a user-issued query. These existing retrieval systems are
designed to maximize the precision of top-ranked documents; they are good at finding
“something relevant,” but not necessarily everything that is relevant.
We focus on scenarios where a user requires a high recall of relevant results in
addition to high precision. Such scenarios are not uncommon in real life, exemplified
by social search, medical search, legal search, market research, and literature review.
For example: a social analyst needs to identify all the different posts in which a rumor
spreads in order to reconstruct the diffusion process and measure the influence of the
rumor; a physician needs to review all the patients that satisfy certain conditions to
select cohorts for clinical trials; an attorney needs to find every piece of evidence related
to her case from documents that are under legal hold; a scientist does not want to miss
any piece of prior work that is related to his ongoing research. We denote all these
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tasks generically as “high-recall” retrieval tasks.
Finding a needle in a haystack is hard; finding all the needles in a haystack is much
harder. Existing retrieval systems do not naturally meet this type of information need.
To conduct a comprehensive literature review using a search engine, we have to submit
many alternative queries and examine all the results returned by each query. Such a
process requires tremendous effort of the user to both construct variations of queries
and examine the documents returned.
This high-precision and high-recall task becomes substantially harder as the col-
lection grows large, making it impossible for the user to examine and label all the
documents in the collection, and impractical even to label all the documents retrieved
by many alternative queries. In some contexts such as e-discovery, a computer-assisted
review process has been used that utilizes machine learning techniques to help the user
examine the documents. Such a process typically casts high-recall retrieval as a binary
classification task. At the beginning, the user is required to label a small sample of
documents. A classifier trained using these labeled documents then takes over and pre-
dicts labels for other documents in the collection. An active learning loop can be used
to ask for additional relevance labels in order to refine the classifier. These methods,
however, require that the user has access to the full collection of documents and that
it is feasible to execute her classifier on all the documents.
In other scenarios, the users either do not own the collection or it is too large, so
they can only access documents in the collection through an external search service.
This makes it unrealistic to either examine or classify the entire collection of documents.
Instead, only limited subsets of the document corpus can be considered, subsets defined
by queries.
Existing retrieval systems are not tuned for high-recall retrieval on the condition
of limited access to the data via search services. In most cases, a system only aims
to maximize the precision in the documents that are retrieved by the current query.
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Relevance feedback has been used in a query enhancement loop that updates a query.
Many search engines provide services to collect explicit and/or implicit feedback from
the users or to suggest alternative queries to the users. These practices typically
generate a new query that replaces the old one, which is expected to improve both
precision and recall. Once a new query is issued, the results retrieved by the old
queries are forgotten, unless they are manually harvested by the user.
We study a novel framework of retrieval techniques that is particularly useful for
high-recall retrieval. The new framework features a ReQ-ReC (ReQuery-ReClassify)
process, a double-loop retrieval system that combines iterative expansion of a query set
with iterative refinements of a classifier. This permits a separation of concerns, where
the query generator’s job is to enhance recall while the classifier’s job is to maximize
precision on the items that have been retrieved by any of the queries so far. The overall
process alternates between the query expansion loop (to increase recall) and the classi-
fier refinement loop (to increase precision). The separation of the two roles allows the
query enhancement process to be more aggressive in exploring new parts of the docu-
ment space: it can explore a non-overlapping portion of the corpus without worrying
about losing the veins of good documents it had found with previous queries; it can
also use queries that have lower precision because the classifier will weed out the misses
in a later stage. Our experiments show that this distribution of work significantly out-
performs previous relevance feedback methods that rely on a single ranking function to
balance precision and recall. The new framework also introduces many opportunties
to investigate more effective classifiers, query generators, and human-computer inter-
active algorithms for labeling subsets, and especially to investigate what combinations
work best together.
Unlike Web search engines that target users who have real-time, ad hoc informa-
tion needs, the ReQ-ReC process targets users who care about the completeness of
results and who are willing to spend effort to interact with the system iteratively and
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judge many (but not all) retrieved documents. The process has considerable poten-
tial in applications like social media analysis, scientific literature review, e-discovery,
patent search, medical record search, and market investigation, where such users can
be commonly found.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We discuss related work in Sec-
tion 3.2. Section 3.3 gives an overview of the ReQ-ReC double-loop framework and its
key components. Section 3.4 describes several instantiations of the framework. Sec-
tion 3.5 provides a systematic evaluation of the proposed methods. Finally, we conclude
in Section 3.6.
3.2 Related Work
The ReQuery-ReClassify framework integrates and extends two well-established
“human-in-the-loop” mechanisms: relevance feedback in information retrieval, and ac-
tive learning in text classification.
Relevance feedback was shown long ago to be effective for improving retrieval per-
formance [114]. In a feedback procedure, the retrieval system presents the top-ranked
documents to the user and collects back either explicit judgments of these documents
or implicit feedback implied by certain actions of the user [69, 125]. The system then
learns from the collected feedback and updates the query. The new query reflects a
refined understanding of the user’s information need [110, 160], which improves both
precision and recall in the next round of retrieval. Even without real user judgments,
retrieval performance may still benefit from simply treating the top-ranked documents
as relevant, which is known as a process of pseudo relevance-feedback [18].
In a search session, relevance feedback can be executed for multiple rounds. Har-
man [55] studied multiple iterations of relevance feedback, and found that retrieval
performance is greatly improved by the first two to three iterations, after which the
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improvements became marginal. Multiple iterations of relevance feedback have received
more attention in content-based image retrieval [29, 112, 165].
In complicated search tasks, the user is often involved in a search session consisting
of a series of queries, clickthroughs, and navigation actions. Session-based retrieval
aims at learning from these signals in order to better understand the user’s information
need, thus improving the relevance of results when the user issues the next query
[125, 108]. Instead of improving the performance of the next query, ReQ-ReC aims to
maximize the recall of the results collectively retrieved by all the queries in the search
session.
Like traditional iterative relevance feedback, the ReQ-ReC process also adopts mul-
tiple iterations of user interaction. Indeed, as shown in Section 3.3, iterative relevance
feedback is a special case instantiation of the ReQ-ReC framework. Instead of replac-
ing the old query with a new query, however, ReQ-ReC can accumulate documents
retrieved by any of the queries issued so far. By doing this, rather than optimizing
both precision and recall through the choice of a single query, we place the burden of
maximizing precision on a classifier, and new queries can be dedicated to improving
only recall.
When it is feasible to process the entire collection of documents, the problem of
high-recall retrieval can be cast as a binary classification problem where the positive
class captures documents that are relevant to the information need and the negative
class captures the rest. The practice of relevance feedback essentially becomes an
active learning process, in which the system iteratively accumulates training examples
by selecting documents and asking the user for labels [117]. This strategy is commonly
used in computer-assisted reviews for e-discovery, often referred to as the process of
‘predictive coding’ [97]. Different active learning algorithms use specific strategies for
selecting the documents to label, many of which attempt to maximize the learning rate
of a ‘base’ classifier with limited supervision [117]. For text classification, a popular
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choice of such a ‘base’ classifier is the support vector machine (SVM) [28]. Using SVM,
a variety of document selection strategies have been explored. Tong and Koller [136]
proposed to select documents closest to the decision hyperplane in order to rapidly
shrink the version space and reduce model uncertainty. In contrast, Drucker et al.
[37] selected documents with highest decision function values to avoid probing the user
with too many non-relevant documents. Xu et al. [153] mixed these two strategies and
achieved better retrieval performance.
Like active learning, the ReQ-ReC process also trains a binary classifier. The ma-
jor difference is that ReQ-ReC does not require knowledge about the entire document
collection and thus does not classify all documents. Instead, it starts from a limited
subset defined by the original query and actively expands the space. This is a huge
gain, as text classification and active learning are usually computationally prohibitive
for modern IR collections containing a large number of documents [27]. Indeed, previ-
ous studies that apply active learning to retrieval can only evaluate their approaches
using moderate-scale collections (such as the 11,000-documents Reuters collections used
in [37] and [153]), or only focus on the documents retrieved by one query (top 100 docu-
ments in [154] and top 200 in [135]). Given its big advantage in efficiency, the ReQ-ReC
process could potentially provide a new treatment for active learning, especially when
the data collection is large and the positive class is very rare.
The idea of active learning has also been applied to relevance feedback for retrieval.
Shen and Zhai [126] studied active feedback, where the system actively selects docu-
ments and probes the user for feedback instead of passively presenting the top ranked
documents. It is shown that selecting diverse top-ranked documents for labeling is
desirable, since it avoids asking for labels on similar documents and thus accelerates
learning. Xu et al. [154] improved this heuristic by jointly considering relevance, diver-
sity, and density in selected documents. Both techniques exploit density information
among top-ranked documents, and select representative ones for feedback. Recently,
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Tian and Lease [135] combined uncertainty sampling (Simple Margin) and density-
based sampling (Local Structure) in iterative relevance feedback to minimize user ef-
fort in seeking several to many relevant documents. The difference between our work
and theirs is articulated by the difference between the ReQ-ReC process and relevance
feedback described above: the addition of a classifier and use of results from all queries
allows more aggressive exploration of alternative queries.
3.3 The ReQ-ReC Framework
In this section, we introduce the general ReQuery-ReClassify (ReQ-ReC) framework,
including its key components. Specific instantiations of the framework will be discussed
in the next section. The basic idea of the framework is to distribute the burden of
maximizing both the precision and recall to a set of queries and a classifier, where the
queries are responsible for increasing the recall of relevant documents retrieved and the
classifier is responsible for maximizing the precision of documents retrieved collectively
by all of the queries in the set. The framework features a double-loop mechanism:
the inner-loop classifies the retrieved documents, actively collects user feedback, and
improves the classifier (ReClassify); the outer-loop generates new queries (ReQuery),
issues API calls, and iteratively adds newly retrieved documents into the workset. In
the rest of the chapter, we refer to the framework as “ReQ-ReC” or “double-loop”
interchangeably.
3.3.1 The Double Loop Process
The ReQ-ReC framework can be viewed as a double-loop review process, as illustrated
in Figure 3.1. The process maintains a set of queries, a pool of retrieved documents,
and a binary classifier. With an initial query composed by the user, the system retrieves
an initial set of documents using a search service. An inner-loop starts from there, in
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Figure 3.1: ReQ-ReC framework
which the system iteratively presents a small number of documents (e.g., 10) selected
from the current pool of retrieved documents to the user and asks her to label them as
either relevant or not. The classifier is consequently updated based on the accumulated
judgments of the user, which is then used to reclassify the pool of documents. After
a few iterations of the inner-loop, the the classifier’s predictions stabilize. At this
point, the inner-loop will suspend. The system then proposes to add a new query to
the query set, aiming to retrieve more relevant documents from the collection. Upon
the approval—and possible edits—of the user, the system will retrieve a new set of
documents using the new query, and merge them into the pool of retrieved documents.
The requery process makes up one iteration of the outer-loop of the framework. After
new documents are retrieved and added into the pool, the system starts a new inner-
loop and continues to update the classifier left from the last iteration. The whole
review process will end when no more relevant documents can be retrieved by a new
query or when the user is satisfied.
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(a) Initial retrieval
qi!
(b) Inner-loop
qi+1!
qi!
(c) Outer-loop
query!
retrieved unlabeled document !
labeled relevant document !
labeled non-relevant document !
query update path!
retrieved document pool!
classifier decision boundary!
classifier decision boundary, updated !
Figure 3.2: A double-loop process of search in the information space.
(a) Each query only retrieves its surrounding region under inspection. (b) The
inner-loop updates a classifier that refines the boundary between relevant and
non-relevant documents. (c) The outer-loop expands the subspace which includes
more relevant documents.
Another way to look at the framework is to imagine a search process in the informa-
tion space (e.g. a vector space of documents and queries), as illustrated in Figure 3.2.
The system interacts with the user as it navigates through the information space,
aiming to delineate a manifold that contains as many relevant documents and as few
non-relevant documents as possible. Each query can only reveal a small region of the
information space that surrounds it. The “first guess” on such a manifold is, of course,
the region surrounding the initial query. A classifier clarifies the boundary of the mani-
fold (to maximize precision), which is iteratively refined with newly labeled data points
selected from the revealed regions. To explore other regions in the space so as to ex-
pand the relevant manifold (to maximize recall), the system will estimate a promising
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direction and will make a new query to move in that direction into the uncharted space.
This new region and all previously unveiled regions are combined as the current search
space, in which the system continues to refine the boundary of the relevant manifold.
The search process will end if the relevant manifold stops expanding, or if the user
decides to terminate early.
From this perspective, each query contributes a new region to the search space
without giving up any already discovered regions. Such a pure “expansion” of the
search space will include many non-relevant documents, but the classifier is able to
filter the non-relevant documents at the end and recover the true boundary of the
relevant manifold. By contrast, in a relevance feedback procedure, every new query
will “redefine” the search space as the region surrounding the new query. Given a good
query, this region indeed contains fewer non-relevant documents than our “expanded”
search space (i.e., achieves a higher precision), but it is also likely to contain fewer
new relevant documents. In relevance feedback, the challenge is to find a new query
that both retrieves the relevant documents from the old query and also retrieves new
ones. In ReQ-ReC, the challenge is simply to find a query that retrieves new relevant
documents.
3.3.2 Anatomy of the ReQ-ReC Framework
Given the high-level intuitions of the ReQ-ReC framework, we now discuss the key
components in the double-loop. To facilitate the discussion, we introduce the notations
in Table 3.1 and summarize the framework in Algorithm 1.
3.3.2.1 Search
The ReQ-ReC framework assumes neither ownership nor full access to the document
collection, but instead relies on a standard search service to retrieve documents from the
index. The retrieval service’s ranking function can use any reasonable retrieval model
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Table 3.1: Notations of the double-loop process
D index of the document collection
qi the i-th query submitted
Dq the union of all unjudged documents
retrieved by the set of queries {qi}
Ds documents selected for user judgments
Dl set of documents labeled already
retrieve(D, qi) a retrieval function that returns a subset
of documents from index D by query qi
ΘA model for document selection
ΘR model for relevant/non-rel classification
trainA(Dq,Dl) function to train/update ΘA using
labeled and unlabeled documents
trainR(Dq,Dl) function to train/update ΘR using
labeled and unlabeled documents
selectK(Dq,ΘA) function to select K documents using
the document selection model
label(Ds) function to obtain relevance labels of Ds
predict(Dq,ΘR) function to predict the relevance labels
and rank unlabeled documents
query({qi}, ·) function to generate a new query
Algorithm 1 The double-loop process
Input: Initial query q0, index of document collection D
Output: A set of labeled documents Dl and a set of unjudged documents in Dq with
system predicted labels.
1: Dq ← ∅
2: Dl ← ∅
3: repeat // outer loop
4: Dq ← retrieve(D, qi) ∪ Dq
5: repeat // inner loop
6: if Dl == ∅ then
7: Ds ← selectK(Dq)
8: else
9: ΘA ← trainA(Dq,Dl)
10: Ds ← selectK(ΘA,Dq)
11: end if
12: Dl ← Dl ∪ label(Ds)
13: Dq ← Dq −Ds
14: ΘR ← trainR(Dq,Dl)
15: predict(ΘR,Dq)
16: until meet stopping criteria for inner loop
17: qi+1 ← query({qi},Dq,Dl,ΘA,ΘR)
18: until meet stop criteria for outer loop
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that takes the input of a query qi and outputs a certain number of ranked documents
from the index (e.g., using a vector space model, a language modeling approach, or a
boolean retrieval model). In most cases, the user has no knowledge about the algorithm
that is employed by the external search service. In that case, the retrieval function is
treated as a black box in the framework.
After each search process the retrieved documents will be merged into the pool
of unlabeled documents Dq, which expands the workset for document selection and
classification.
3.3.2.2 Document Selection
In every iteration of the inner-loop, during steps 6-10 of the algorithm the system
selects K (e.g., 10) documents Ds from the pool of retrieved documents that are yet
unlabeled, Dq, and asks the user for judgments. At the beginning of the double-loop
process, where there are no judged documents, this process can simply return the top
documents ranked by the retrieval function, select a more diverse set of documents
through an unsupervised approach, or even randomly sample from Dq. Once labeled
documents have been accumulated, the process is able to select documents based on
an active learning strategy. Such a process aims to maximize the learning rate of the
classifier and thus reduce the user’s effort on labeling documents.
3.3.2.3 Classification
Given an accumulated set of labeled documents, the classification component learns or
updates a binary classifier (i.e., ΘR) at step 14 and reclassifies documents from Dq at
step 15. Any reasonable classifier can be applied here.
In many high-recall retrieval tasks such as medical record search, it is important to
find all patients that “match” certain conditions, but it is not necessary to rank the
records identified as relevant [52]. In those cases, the labels of documents in Dq can
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be directly predicted by the classifier. In cases where ranking is desired, documents
in Dq and Dl can be ranked/reranked using either the confidence values or the poste-
rior probabilities output by the classifier, or by using an alternative machine learning
method such as a regression or learning-to-rank model.
3.3.2.4 Query Expansion
When the classifier appears to be achieving a stable precision on the current workset
of documents Dq, the system proceeds to expand Dq in order to increase the recall.
This is done through constructing a new query (step 17) and retrieving another set of
documents through the search service. Any reasonable query expansion method can
be applied here, including the classical relevance feedback methods such as Rocchio’s
[110] or model-based feedback [160]. Other query reformulation methods can also be
applied, such as synonym expansion [139] and semantic term matching [40].
3.3.2.5 Stop Criteria
Stop criteria of the inner-loop: new labels stop being requested when either of the
following conditions is met:
• The performance of the classifier converges. The system correctly predicts the
user’s labels of a new batch of documents Ds and, after adding those labels, there
is no evident change in the classifier’s predictions.
• The user runs out of energy or patience.
Stop criteria of the outer-loop: new queries stop being submitted when either
of the following conditions is met:
• New queries no longer pick up new relevant documents. This can be assessed
heuristically by running the existing classifier on a new result set, or can be veri-
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fied by running the inner loop again to check whether any new positive documents
are identified.
• The user runs out of energy or patience.
3.4 Instantiations of ReC-ReQ
The key components of the general ReQ-ReC framework, document selection, clas-
sification, and query expansion can be instantiated in many ways. To illustrate the
power of the framework, we describe five instantiations, beginning with iterative rele-
vance feedback as a degenerate form and progressively substituting elements that take
greater advantage of the broader framework. Section 3.5 will provide performance
comparisons of these instantiations.
3.4.1 Iterative Relevance Feedback
Interestingly, an iterative relevance feedback process can be interpreted as a special case
of the ReQ-ReC framework, if both the classification component and the document
selection component simply adopt a ranking function that is based on the current
query, qi. More specifically, define ΘR to classify a document as relevant if it is in
retrieve(D, qi), and define ΘA to always select the next highest ranked unlabeled item
from retrieve(D, qi). There is no difference in whether the results retrieved by the
previous queries are kept in the document pool Dq or not, if the results are eventually
ranked based on the last query, qi.
Note that many query updating methods (in the context of relevance feedback) can
be applied to generate the new query at each iteration. To establish a baseline for
performance comparison, we choose Rocchio’s method [110], by which the next query
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is selected according to Equation 3.1:
~qi = α~q0 + β
1
|Dr|
∑
~dj∈Dr
~dj − γ 1|Dnr|
∑
~dk∈Dnr
~dk, (3.1)
where ~q0 is the original query vector, Dr and Dnr are the set of known relevant and
nonrelevant documents, and α, β, and γ are parameters. The basic idea of Rocchio’s
method is to learn a new query vector from documents labeled as positive or negative,
and then interpolate it with the original query vector. When the parameters are
well tuned, this achieves performance comparable to alternatives such as model-based
feedback [160] and negative feedback [141].
3.4.2 Passive
The next two instantiations modify the relevance feedback process by introducing a
separate classifier, ΘR, rather than using the retrieval function as a degenerate classifier.
This classifier is involved to maximize the precision of labels for Dq. Here, keeping
the documents retrieved by previous queries does make a difference, because ΘR will
operate at the end to rank all of the results from all of the queries.
Any machine learning-based classifier, as well as any reasonable selection of features,
can be used to identify relevant documents in Dq. We adopt the support vector machine
(SVM) [28] with unigram features and linear kernel. In cases where a ranked list of
documents is desired, documents in Dq are ranked by the score of the decision function
wTx+ b output by linear SVM.
We call this second instantiation of ReQ-ReC Passive. It is passive in the sense that
the classifier is not used to control the interactive process with the user; we still choose
the top-ranked documents for labeling and use Rocchio’s method of query expansion,
as in our iterative RF instantiation. By comparing the performance of passive and the
Iterative RF baseline, we can determine the effect of the classifier acting solely as a
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post-hoc reranking function.
3.4.3 Unanchored Passive
Note that in Rocchio updating, the parameter that interpolates the new query vector
with the original query is quite sensitive. This is because when one relies on the
query to maximize both precision and recall, the expansion has to be conservative so
that the new query does not drift too far from the original query. When the burden
of maximizing precision is transferred from the query to the classifier, we anticipate
that this interpolation should become less critical. To test this, we introduce another
simple instantiation by removing the original query vector (i.e., the ~q0 component in
Equation 3.1) from Rocchio, by setting α = 0. Note that this is a rather extreme case
for test purposes. In reality, keeping closer to the original query may still be important
even for the purpose of increasing recall. We call this instantiation Unanchored Passive,
because the updated queries are no longer anchored to the initial query.
3.4.4 Active
Next, we consider an instantiation of RecQ-ReC that makes use of the classifier to select
documents for labeling in the inner loop. As before, we train the classifier using SVM.
We select documents for labeling using uncertainty sampling [136], a simple active
learning algorithm that selects examples closest to the decision hyperplane learned by
the classifier. In each inner-loop iteration, we present to the user ten documents that
are the most uncertain by the current classifier. Specifically, five are chosen from each
side of the hyperplane. We call this instantiation Active because the classifier is active
in choosing which documents to label.
Note that after the very first search process, the system has no labeled documents
in the pool. A classifier cannot be trained and thus the uncertainty sampling cannot
be applied. At this cold start, we simply select the top 10 documents returned by the
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search service as the first batch of documents to request user judgments.
As uncertainty-based active learning gradually refines the decision boundary of the
classifier, every new query to the search service may affect its performance. This is
because a new query expands the pool of documents Dq with newly retrieved docu-
ments, which might dramatically change the distribution and the manifold of data in
the search space. At this point, instead of gradually refining the old decision bound-
ary, the classifier may need a bigger push to quickly adapt to the new distribution
of data and approach the new decision boundary. In other words, it is important for
the classifier to quickly explore the newly retrieved documents. Therefore, in the first
inner-loop iteration after each new query brings back new documents, we select top
ranked documents for labeling instead of the most uncertain ones. Uncertain ones are
picked in the following inner-loop iterations.
3.4.5 Diverse Active
The final instantiation we consider modifies the query expansion algorithm used in the
Active instantiation. Previously, we considered an unanchored version of Rocchio’s
method of selecting the next query. Here, we consider a different modification of
Rocchio’s method.
To maximize recall, we naturally want a new query to retrieve as many relevant
documents as possible. Even more importantly, these relevant documents should over-
lap as little as possible with the documents retrieved by previous queries. In other
words, a new query should retrieve as many new relevant documents as possible.
Our idea is inspired by the theory of “weak ties” in sociology [50]. While strong ties
trigger social communication, weak ties can bring in novel information. If we think of
the top-ranked documents in a retrieved list as “strong ties” to the query, we can think
of the lower-ranked documents as “weak ties.” We thus exploit documents that are
judged as relevant, but ranked lower in the list returned by the search service. These
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documents are likely to act as bridges to expand the search space into other clusters
of relevant documents.
Are there many such documents? In a relevance feedback process, there might be
few, as the user always labels the top-ranked documents. In a ReQ-ReC process that
actively selects documents, however, documents ranked lower by the retrieval function
are more likely to be viewed and judged by the user.
In Equation 3.1, instead of using all relevant documents Dr, we use its subset Drl,
which includes the documents that are judged as relevant but ranked low by the original
retrieval function. We employ a simple criterion to determine which documents should
be included in Drl. For each document d, we maintain its rank returned by the retrieval
function, denoted as rd. If the document has been retrieved by multiple queries in the
past, its highest rank in those retrieved lists is kept. Let rl be the lowest rank rd of
all the documents in Dr. We include documents that are ranked lower than rl/2 in
Drl. This leads to inclusion in the next query of terms from relevant documents that
were not highly weighted in previous queries. Since this method aims to diversify new
queries, while still using the classifier to actively choose documents for labeling, we
refer to this method as Diverse Active.
3.5 Experiments
In this section, we present empirical experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the
ReQ-ReC framework and its instantiations. We start with a description of the data
sets, metrics, and methods included in the comparisons.
3.5.1 Data Sets
There are several criteria for selecting the right data sets for evaluating ReQ-ReC.
Ideally, the data sets should be large enough and standard search APIs should exist. A
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representative set of queries should also exist, and each query should have a reasonable
number of relevant documents in the data set. To avoid the high variance of real-time
user judgments and to facilitate comprehensive and fair comparisons, we use existing
judgments for each query to ‘automate’ the actual user feedback in the process. The
same approach is used in most existing work on relevance feedback (e.g., [55, 126, 141]).
We therefore require that many relevant judgments exist for each query.
We first select four large scale TREC data sets, the data sets used in TREC-2012
Microblog Track (MB12) [130], TREC-2013 Microblog Track (MB13)1, the TREC-2005
HARD Track (HARD), and the TREC-2009 Web Track (ClueWeb092, category A)3.
These data sets normally provide 50–60 queries and 500–1,000 relevant judgments for
a query.
Note that there is a natural deficiency of using TREC judgments for the evaluation
of a high-recall task, simply because not all documents in a TREC data set have been
judged. Instead, judgments are provided for only a pool of documents that consist of
the top-ranked documents submitted by each participating team. In many cases, only
a sample of the pool is judged. Therefore, it is likely that many relevant documents
for a query are actually not labeled in the TREC provided judgments. This creates
a problem for a ‘simulated’ feedback process—when the system requests the label of
a document, the label may not exist in the TREC judgments. It is risky to label
that document either as relevant or as irrelevant, especially because mislabeling a
relevant documents as irrelevant may seriously confuse a classifier. In such situations,
we ignore that document and fetch the next document available. The same treatment
has been used in the literature [126]. When measuring the performance of a retrieved
list, however, we follow the norm in the literature and treat a document not judged by
TREC as negative.
To better understand the behavior of ReQ-ReC, it is desirable to include a data
1https://github.com/lintool/twitter-tools/wiki/
2http://lemurproject.org/clueweb09/
3http://trec.nist.gov/data/web09.html
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Table 3.2: Basic information of data sets
#docs avg dl #topics(IDs) #qrels
20NG 18,828 225 20 categories 18,828
HARD 1,033,461 353 50 (303-689) 37,798
MB12 15,012,766 19 59 (51-110) 69,045
MB13 ≈243,000,000 14 60 (111-170) 71,279
ClueWeb09 503,903,810 1570 50 (1-50) 23,601
* HARD has non-consecutive topic IDs. Topic 76 of MB12 has no judgment hence is removed.
set that is fully judged, even though a large data set like that is rare. Therefore, we
include the 20-newsgroup data set (20NG) [80] for this purpose. As every document
belongs to one of the 20 topics, we use the titles of 20 topics as the queries, following
the practice in [37]. For words that are abbreviated in the topic titles, we manually
expand them into the normal words. For example, “rec” is converted to “recreation,”
and “autos” to “automobiles.” Although it is feasible to apply a classifier to the entire
20NG data set, we only access the data using rate-limited retrieval functions. The
statistics of all five data sets in our experiments are presented in Table 3.2.
Both the 2013 Microblog Track4 and the ClueWeb095 provide official search APIs,
which are implemented using the Dirichlet prior retrieval function (Dirichlet) [161].
For other data sets, we maintain a similar search service using Lucene [1], which also
implements the Dirichlet prior function. Documents are tokenized with Lucene’s Stan-
dardAnalyzer and stemmed by the Krovetz stemmer [74]. No stopwords are removed.
3.5.2 Metrics
Many popular metrics for retrieval performance, such as precision@K and NDCG, are
not suitable for high-recall tasks. We use two standard retrieval metrics that depend
more on recall, namely the mean average precision (MAP) [93] and the R-precision
(R-Prec) [93]. R-precision measures the precision at the R-th position for a query
4https://github.com/lintool/twitter-tools/wiki/TREC-2013-API-Specifications
5http://boston.lti.cs.cmu.edu/Services
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Table 3.3: Baselines and methods included in comparison.
Method
Document
Selection
Classification
Query
Expansion
# outer
loops
# inner
loops
Relevance Feedback
(RF)
top - Rocchio 1 1
Iterative RF top - Rocchio M 1
Passive top SVM at end Rocchio M 1
Unanchored Passive
(Unanchored)
top SVM at end Rocchio - ~q0 M 1
Active uncertainty SVM Rocchio M M
Diverse Active
(Diverse)
uncertainty SVM divRoc M M
* M: multiple iterations; top: select 10 top-ranked documents; uncertainty:
uncertainty-based active document selection; divRoc: diverse Rocchio; Rocchio - ~q0:
Rocchio without interpolation of the original query.
with R relevant judgments. The R-th position is where precision equals recall. To
increase R-precision, a system has to simultaneously increase precision and recall. For
each query, we use the top 1,000 relevant documents (either labeled or predicted) to
compute the measures.
When measuring performance, we include documents that the user labeled during
the process. This is because a high-recall retrieval task is successful when more relevant
documents can be found, whether they are actually judged by the user or predicted
by the system. If an interactive process does a good job of presenting more relevant
documents to the user, it should not be punished by having those documents excluded
from the evaluation. In all methods included in comparative evaluation, we put the
documents judged as relevant at the top of the ranked list, followed by those predicted
to be relevant using ΘR.
3.5.3 Methods
We summarize all baseline methods and ReQ-ReC instantiations included in our evalu-
ation in Table 3.3. The most important baseline we are comparing with is the iterative
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relevance feedback as described in Section 3.4.1, in which a new query is expected
to maximize both precision and recall. We then include four instantiations of the
ReQ-ReC framework, as described in Section 3.4.
In Passive and Unanchored Passive, we employed a negative form of pseudo-
relevance feedback: the lowest ranked 1,000 documents retrieved by the final query
are treated as negative examples to train the classifier. The positive examples for
training came from the actual judgments.
3.5.4 Parameters
For the MB13 and ClueWeb09 datasets, we used the official search APIs, which re-
turned, respectively, 10,000 and 1,000 documents per query. For the three data sets
without official search APIs, the parameter of the Dirichlet prior µ for the base retrieval
function was tuned to maximize the mean average precision and each query returned
the top 2,000 matching documents.
To obtain the strongest baseline, we set the parameters of Rocchio to those that
maximize the mean average precision of a relevance feedback process using 10 judg-
ments. We fix α to be 1 and conduct a grid search on the other two. For ClueWeb09,
we set the parameters according to the recommendation in [93] as the rate limits of the
API prevent us from tuning the parameters. We do not further tune the parameters
in the ReQ-ReC methods even though the optimal parameters for the baseline may be
suboptimal for ReQ-ReC. The values of all the parameters used are shown in Table 3.4.
In all our experiments, we also use the default parameter of SVM (c = 1). We stop the
inner-loops when SVM confidence value produces stable ranking of Dq, i.e., Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient of previous and current rankings of Dq is above 0.8 for two
consecutive inner-loops.
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Table 3.4: Parameter settings: µ in Dirichlet prior; β and γ in Rocchio (α fixed as 1);
Results per query: number of documents returned by a search API call.
MB12 MB13 ClueWeb09 HARD 20NG
µ 2100 - - 1100 3200
β 0.95 0.85 0.75 0.6 0.5
γ 0.4 0.15 0.15 0.05 0.4
Results/query 2,000 10,000 1,000 2,000 2,000
3.5.5 Overall Performance
Table 3.5 summarizes the performance of all included methods, with one additional
criterion to stop the process when the “user” has judged 300 documents for a topic.
Statistical significance of the results are provided by comparing to the baseline, itera-
tive relevance feedback, and by comparing to another ReQ-ReC method. In general,
methods developed under the ReQ-ReC framework significantly outperform iterative
relevance feedback. Diverse Active, which uses an active document selection strategy
and a diverse query expansion, achieves the best performance. For most data sets, the
improvement over iterative relevance feedback is as large as 20% – 30% of MAP and
R-Precision. This is promising given the difficulty of improvements based on those two
metrics. On the largest data set, ClueWeb09, the best ReQ-ReC algorithm achieves
more than 120% improvement over iterative relevance feedback.
We make the following remarks:
• (Compare Relevance Feedback with Iterative RF ) Multiple iterations of relevance
feedback indeed outperforms a single iteration of feedback, even if the same num-
ber of judgments (i.e., 300) are used in this single iteration. The only exception
is the ClueWeb09 data, for which the collection is too large and the relevance
judgments are very sparse. In this case, an iterative relevance feedback method
may stop earlier if none of the top 10 results brought back by a new query are
relevant. In that situation, presenting more documents to the user at once may
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be less risky.
• (Compare Iterative RF with Passive and Unanchored-Passive) Distributing the
burden of maximizing precision to a classifier is effective, even if the classifier is
only involved at the end of the process. Iterative relevance feedback relies on the
new query to maximize both precision and recall. By simply keeping the results
retrieved by all previous queries and classifying them at the end (by an SVM
trained on accumulated judgments), the retrieval performance increases signif-
icantly on all the data sets (Passive). Since the involvement of the classifier
releases the burden of the queries to maximize precision, we anticipate that the
queries no longer have to be tied closely to the original one. Indeed, even if
we strip the effect of the original query from every expanded query (Unanchored-
Passive), the ReQ-ReC process still yields results comparable to—and sometimes
even better than—anchored query expansion (Passive). The performance is fur-
ther improved when the classifier is involved in all the iterations instead of being
applied at the end (Active).
• (Active) A straightforward active document selection approach (which picks the
documents that the classifier is the least certain about) outperforms picking doc-
uments from the top of the ranked list. This is consistent with the observations
in literature [135]. By actively selecting documents to present to the user, her
effort of labeling documents is significantly reduced.
• (Diverse Active) The diverse query expansion method inspired by the weak-tie
theory is clearly the winner on all five data sets. By moving the burden of
precision to a classifier, the objective of a new query is purely to bring new
relevant documents into the pool of retrieved documents. This gives freedom
to the queries to expand the search space aggressively, and provides a great
opportunity to investigate new algorithms that are particularly suitable for this
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goal.
3.5.6 Learning Behavior Analysis
The previous section summarizes the performance of ReQ-ReC methods when the stop
criteria are met. To better understand the behavior of a ReQ-ReC process, we provide
the following analysis that plots the intermediate performance of three instantiations
(Iterative RF, Active, and Diverse Active) throughout the user-interaction process.
Note that each topic may accumulate judgments at a different pace and meet stop
criteria earlier or later. We interpolate a per-topic curve by a piecewise linear function,
and extrapolate it by extending the end-point constantly to the right. These per-topic
curves are then averaged to generate the aggregated curve.
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Figure 3.3: R-Precision vs. Labeling effort
Figure 3.3 plots the performance of each method against the number of documents
the “user” has judged so far throughout the ReQ-ReC process, measured using R-
precision.
All three curves start at the same point where there is no user judgment. At that
point the ranking is essentially based on the original retrieval function (i.e., Dirichlet
prior). When user judgments are beginning to be collected, there is a significant gain
by iterative relevance feedback. Performance increases rapidly at the first 2 runs (20
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judgments), and the growth becomes much slower after that. This is consistent with
the findings in literature.
Methods developed under the ReQ-ReC framework (Active and Diverse Active)
do not really take off until we obtain a reasonable number of judgments (50 on the
HARD data set and 90 on the microblog data set). This is ascribed to the “cold start”
problem of supervised classification. When few labeled documents are available, the
performance of a classifier does not outperform a simple ranking function.
As stated before, a ReQ-ReC process targets users who truly seek a high recall
of relevant documents and are therefore willing to spend more effort on interacting
with the system and labeling more results. Indeed, after the first few iterations, the
two methods developed under ReQ-ReC framework improve dramatically and become
significantly better than iterative relevance feedback. For the users who are reluctant
to label more than 50 documents, conventional relevance feedback may still be a better
choice.
The cold start implies that there is considerable room for improving the performance
of the ReQ-ReC. For example, a semi-supervised classifier may be used early on to
achieve better precision with few training examples.
We also notice that the benefit of Diverse Active over Active kicks in later in the
process, when there are around 150 judgments collected. At that point, getting new
relevant documents becomes more challenging, as many documents retrieved by the
new query may have already been retrieved by a previous query. At this stage, intro-
ducing some diversity to the query expansion brings in considerable benefit. Similar
observations are made on the other three data sets.
Another interesting analysis is how well a method works with documents that have
not been selected for labeling so far. We are particularly interested in this behavior
because we have decided to include all judged documents when measuring the perfor-
mance of the system (see Section 3.4).
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Figure 3.4: Residual Analysis
We plot the residual MAP in Figure 3.4, which is the mean average precision com-
puted purely based on documents that have not been presented to the user so far in
the process. In general, the two ReQ-ReC methods (Active and Diverse Active) do
a much better job in finding the relevant documents and ranking them high, even if
they are not judged by the user. On the microblog data set, we see that the residual
MAP decreases when more documents are presented to and labeled by the user. This
may be simply because there are fewer relevant documents remaining in the collection.
However, it is also likely due to the fact that the TREC judgments are not complete.
There might be many relevant documents that were not judged by TREC at all. If a
method successfully finds those documents, its performance may be significantly un-
dervalued simply because we have to treat these documents as negative in computing
the metrics.
We are therefore interested in how ReQ-ReC behaves if the data set is fully judged.
Looking at the curves on the 20NG, we observe a contrary pattern, where the two
ReQ-ReC methods actually enjoy a continuous growth of residual MAP, while the same
metric for iterative feedback is still dropping. This is a promising finding that indicates
the performance of ReQ-ReC may be underestimated on data sets with incomplete
judgments (i.e., TREC data sets).
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3.6 Conclusion
We present ReQ-ReC (ReQuery-ReClassify), a double-loop retrieval framework that
is suitable for high-recall retrieval tasks without sacrificing precision. The interactive
process combines iterative expansion of a query set with iterative refinements of a
classifier. The work of maximizing precision and recall is distributed so that the queries
increase recall and the classifier handles precision.
The ReQ-ReC framework is general, which includes classical feedback methods as
special cases, and also leads to many instantiations that use different combinations
of document selection, classification, and query expansion methods. The framework
is very effective. Some instantiations achieved a 20% – 30% improvement of mean
average precision and R-precision on most data sets, with the largest improvement up
to 150% over classical iterative relevance feedback.
In order to clearly illustrate the power of the framework, we have intended to keep
all the instantiations simple. It is a promising future direction to optimize the choices
and combinations of the key components of the ReQ-ReC framework. Findings from
our experiments also indicate possibilities for investigating new classification and
query expansion algorithms that are particularly suited to this framework.
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CHAPTER 4
Medical Word Sense Disambiguation
through Interactive Search and
Classification
A vast amount of health data take the form of unstructured text, including biomedical
literature, clinical notes, health forum discussions, and health-related news articles.
Valuable knowledge and insights can be mined from these text data. For instance, one
can evaluate the effectiveness of a treatment on patients with a specific medical condi-
tion, the adverse effects of simultaneously taking two or more medications, and public
concerns on a health-related policy. Natural language processing (NLP) algorithms are
powerful tools to unlock such knowledge from large amounts of text. In this chapter,
we consider a specific medical NLP task: word sense disambiguation (WSD).
Resolving word ambiguity in clinical text is critical for many NLP applications.
Effective WSD systems rely on training a machine learning based classifier with abun-
dant clinical text that is accurately annotated, the creation of which can be costly
and time-consuming. In this chapter, I show that the high-recall retrieval framework
ReQ-ReC (ReQuery-ReClassify) in Chapter 3 is versatile and can be repurposed for in-
teractive WSD model training. Using ReQ-ReC, a human expert first uses her domain
knowledge to include sense-specific contextual words into requery loops and searches
for instances relevant to each sense. Then in reclassification loops, the expert only
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annotates the most ambiguous instances found by the current WSD model. Even
with machine-generated queries only, the framework is comparable with or faster than
current active learning methods in building WSD models. The process can be fur-
ther accelerated when human experts use their domain knowledge to guide the search
process. Its effectiveness is demonstrated using multiple evaluation corpora.
4.1 Introduction
Clinical documents contain many ambiguous terms, the meanings of which can only be
determined in the context. For example, the word malaria appearing in a clinician note
may refer to the disease or the vaccine for the disease; the abbreviation “AB” may mean
“abortion,” “blood group in ABO system,” “influenza type A, type B,” or “arterial
blood,” depending on the context. Assigning the appropriate meaning (a.k.a., sense)
to an ambiguous word, based on hints provided in the surrounding text, is referred
to as the task of word sense disambiguation (WSD) [64, 116]. WSD is a critical step
towards building effective clinical natural language processing (NLP) applications, such
as named entity extraction [137, 134] and computer-assisted coding [43, 53].
Among different approaches to inferring word senses in clinical text, supervised
machine learning has shown very promising performance [90, 68]. Supervised machine
learning methods typically build a classifier for each ambiguous word, which is trained
on instances of these words in real context with their senses annotated, usually by
human experts with required domain knowledge. To train an accurate WSD model, a
large number of such annotated instances are needed [150], the curation of which can be
costly as every instance has to be manually reviewed by domain experts. Many methods
have been explored in the past to reduce this annotation cost [88, 158, 83, 98, 23].
Among them, active learning, by inviting human experts to directly participate in the
machine learning process, has proven to be an effective approach. The premise of active
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learning is its ability to reduce the number of judgment calls that human experts need
to make while achieving the same results as having a fully annotated corpus, thus
significantly reducing the amount of human labeling needed [23]. As such, how to
select the most informative instances to present to human experts to annotate is the
key to success for the family of active learning based methods.
Existing active learning methods use different strategies to select the most infor-
mative instances for annotation [117]. For example, some select the instance with the
least confident prediction or the instance with competing label assignments. However,
these strategies suffer from the “cold-start” problem: a number of precisely annotated
examples for every sense are usually required to kick off the classifier. Further, a clas-
sical active learning procedure does not fully utilize the domain knowledge of human
experts. For example, practicing physicians frequently write or read ambiguous words
in their notes without any difficulties in conveying or understanding their meaning.
They are able to do so largely because of the surrounding context of the ambiguous
words; e.g., when AB is used as shorthand for “blood group in ABO system,” physi-
cians know that it commonly appears as “blood type AB,” “AB positive,” or “AB
negative.” These contextual words are strong indicators of the sense of an ambiguous
word, which is invaluable to a WSD model but remains largely untapped by existing
active learning methods.
In this chapter, we demonstrate a method that capitalizes on human experts do-
main knowledge to improve the performance of interactive machine learning. We apply
the framework developed in Chapter 3, referred to as ReQ-ReC (ReQuery-ReClassify),
to the problem of word sense disambiguation in clinical text. Originally designed for
high-recall microblog and literature search [84, 85], ReQ-ReC features a double-loop
interactive search and classification procedure that effectively leverages the domain
knowledge of human experts. In an outer loop (ReQuery) of the procedure, an expert
searches and labels the instances of an ambiguous word along with sense-specific con-
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textual words. Then, a ReQ-ReC system helps the expert compose additional search
queries by suggesting other potentially useful contextual words. In an inner loop (Re-
Classify), the framework requests the expert to annotate the most informative instances
selected from those retrieved by all previous queries and then use the results to update
the classifier accordingly. An expert can flexibly switch between these two “teach-
ing strategies:” (1) to generate initial examples of a particular sense by launching a
keyword search, and (2) to provide fine-grained clarification by labeling the instances
selected by the system. Empirical experiments on three different clinical corpora show
that this framework is more effective in building accurate WSD models than current
active learning methods, even if the expert solely relies on system suggested keywords.
4.2 Interactive WSD in ReQ-ReC Framework
4.2.1 Sample scenario
To illustrate how ReQ-ReC works, let us consider the following scenario. Suppose we
have a set of clinical text snippets (e.g. sentences) all containing the word “AB,” which
means either “blood group in ABO system” or “influenza type A, type B.” Our task is
to assign the actual sense to each instance. Based on the domain knowledge, a human
expert would know that if “AB” co-occurs with the phrase “blood type,” then it likely
means “blood group in ABO system;” if it co-occurs with the word “influenza,” then
it likely means “influenza type A, type B.” Naturally, the expert would use keywords
“blood type AB” to retrieve a set of instances from the text corpus and label them as
“blood group in ABO system;” she or he would then search for “influenza AB” and
label the retrieved instances accordingly, as shown in Figure 4.1 (a). These context-
sense pairs are used as an initial corpus to warm-start the first round of WSD model
learning. The learned model will then be applied to predicting unlabeled instances and
ask the expert to further clarify a few boundary cases, e.g. “Labs include influenza AB
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swab and blood typing,” as shown in Figure 4.1 (b). Determining the senses of these
boundary cases would allow the model to capture the nuances in language use and
quickly improve model accuracy. Later on, the expert may switch between searching
for instances and labeling instances. After a few iterations, the expert may start to
realize that in phrases such as “AB positive,” “AB” also means “blood group in ABO
system.” Through a new search, she or he can quickly label another batch of instances
of “AB positive,” which further improves the WSD model, as shown in Figure 4.1 (c).
“blood type AB”
“influenza AB”
“Labs include influenza AB
swab and blood typing.”
“AB positive”
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.1: An illustrative example of the searching and labeling process of the am-
biguous abbreviation “AB.”
From this sample scenario several observations can be made. First, keyword search
is a natural interface for domain experts to retrieve cases of ambiguous usage of words
and to provide high-yielding, targeted annotation. This process can significantly reduce
annotation cost, as human experts are only asked to label instances that are most in-
formative to train the WSD model, while avoiding the need of labeling all instances in a
corpus, most of which contribute little to improving the model performance. Addition-
ally, search also benefits the learning algorithm: it provides a warm start in generating
an initial model, and subsequent searches further refine the model by covering other
potential senses of an ambiguous word or additional contextual words. Second, while
classifying individual instances retrieved by keyword search is necessary for training
the model, it is only able to produce a simplistic model, similar to rules. The ReQ-ReC
framework therefore asks domain experts to also clarify boundary cases, which informs
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the model on how to weigh the nuances of language use in clinical text for better sense
disambiguation. After being re-trained on these cases, the model becomes more robust
and more accurate. In addition, answering these clarification questions might also in-
spire the human expert to come up with new search queries covering other potential
senses of an ambiguous word or additional contextual words that might have not been
thought about. Therefore, the two stages keyword search and active classification can
be used iteratively to inform each other.
4.2.2 Connection to ReQ-ReC
The above scenario resembles the double-loop procedure of the ReQ-ReC framework
introduced in Chapter 3. Compared to the scenario in Chapter 3, the key difference
is task in consideration: the framework was previously applied in high-recall retrieval,
and now we use it for text classification in general, and word sense disambiguation in
specific. From a classification perspective, high-recall retrieval is a binary classification
task (separating relevant documents from large number of nonrelevant ones).
Instances
to label
N
Y
Is WSD model
stable enough?
outer-loop
inner-loop
WSD model
f : context sense
Search Engine
Instance Selector
WSD Classifier
Learner
Query Generator Retrieved
instances
Context-sense pairs
Query set
Query for 
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Figure 4.2: The ReQ-ReC framework for word sense disambiguation (WSD).
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The procedure is depicted in Figure 4.2. It operates on an inverted index of the
context instances so that all keywords, including the ambiguous words and the con-
textual words, are searchable. The procedure maintains a set of search queries, a
pool of retrieved instances, and a WSD model. To start, a human expert first uses
her domain knowledge to compose a search query for each known sense, and then the
system retrieves an initial set of contexts using the search function. The inner-loop
kicks in there, in which the system iteratively presents a small number of instances
selected from the current pool of retrieved instances to the expert and asks her/him
to assign senses. The WSD model is consequently updated based on the accumulated
annotations by the expert, which is then used to reclassify the pool of instances. After
a few iterations of the inner-loop, the WSD models predictions stabilize on the cur-
rently unlabeled instances. At this point, the outer-loop of the system will kick in to
recommend new search queries for each sense (the requery process), aiming to retrieve
more diverse instances with additional contextual words. These new search queries will
be presented to the human expert for review and for further modification. Then, the
system will retrieve a new set of instances using the new queries and add them to the
existing pool of retrieved instances. After this requery process, the system will start
a new inner-loop and continue to update the WSD model. The learning process ends
when the expert is satisfied with the predictions made by the WSD model on those
unlabeled instances in the newly retrieved pool.
4.2.3 Instantiating the ReQ-ReC framework
Below we describe the instantiation details of the ReQ-ReC for the WSD task.
(1) Search. In our current research implementation of the ReQ-ReC framework, we use
the Lucene Package to build a search index for each ambiguous word [1]. Instances
are tokenized with Lucenes StandardAnalyzer. To preserve the original form of
ambiguous words (“nursing,” “exercises”) and negations (“no,” “without”), we do
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not perform stemming or stopword removal. We use the Dirichlet prior retrieval
function with the parameter µ set to 2000, a typical setup in information retrieval
literature [161].
(2) WSD classifier. We use logistic regression with linear kernel for WSD classification,
implemented by the LIBLINEAR package [39]. If an ambiguous word has two
senses, we build a binary classifier; otherwise we build a one-versus-rest multiclass
classifier. Logistic regression classifiers output probability predictions p(y|x; θ) for
each sense y and each instance x, which will be used by active learning algorithms (θ
is the classification model parameter). We use presence/absence of the all unigrams
appeared in the instance as features. For the L2-regularization hyperparameter C,
we set it to 1.0 across all ambiguous words. This setting is comparable to previous
reported studies [23].
(3) Instance selection. In the inner-loop, there are multiple possible methods for se-
lecting the next instance for labeling:
a) Random Sampling. The algorithm simply selects an instance from the unlabeled
pool uniformly at random.
b) Least Confidence. The algorithm selects the instance with the least predicted
probability p(y∗|x; θ), where y∗ = argmaxy p(y|x; θ) is the most probable sense.
Intuitively, the model has little confidence in predicting the sense of instance x
as y∗, therefore it is most uncertain about the sense of x. In this case, expert
advice would be needed.
c) Margin. The algorithm selects the instance x with the least predicted
p(y1|x; θ) − p(y2|x; θ), where y1 and y2 are the most and second most prob-
able senses. Intuitively, the model may not be able to determine if y1 or y2 is
the appropriate sense, therefore it needs further clarification from the human
expert.
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d) Entropy. The algorithm selects the instance x with the highest prediction en-
tropy
∑
y−p(y|x; θ) log p(y|x; θ). High entropy means that the current WSD
model considers any sense assignment as almost equally probable. Expert ad-
vice is thus needed to resolve the confusion.
In our implementation, we use the margin based active learning strategy to select
instances. Note that all four methods can be launched without the search compo-
nent, which in effect reduces the ReQ-ReC into a classical active learning system.
In the evaluation experiments reported in this study, these methods will be used
as baselines for comparison.
(4) Query expansion. In the outer-loop, a new query can either be automatically
generated by the system and reviewed and improved by human experts, or be
composed manually. In this study, we consider the following two extreme strategies:
(a) the system automatically generates a new query based on the current status of
the WSD model with no human input; and (b) the human expert composes new
queries solely based on her or his domain knowledge. These two strategies represent
the worst scenario and a desirable scenario of ReQ-ReC. We use the Rocchios
method to automatically generate the next query qy for every sense y [110]. The
basic premise of Rocchios method is to learn a new query vector that is related to
sense y and far away from other senses.
In fact, we hope that the new query qy will not be too close to the known contexts
in which sense y may appear. This would allow the framework to suggest to human
experts other contexts of the sense that might not have been thought of. To achieve
this goal, we use the diverse method developed for high-recall retrieval [85], which
generates a new query that balances its relevance to the sense and the amount of
diverse information it introduces to the current pool of instances. In the rest of the
chapter, this strategy is referred to as machine-generated queries or the worst case of
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ReQ-ReC.
We also simulate the scenario where human experts use domain knowledge to in-
clude contextual words into search queries. To do this, we rank all the contextual
words, words appearing in at least one instance of the ambiguous word, by the in-
formation gain, i.e. the reduction of uncertainty on the sense of the ambiguous word
after seeing a contextual word [156]. Top-ranked contextual words are considered as
informative and used as search queries to warm-start the initial model learning. In our
experiment, the simulated expert guides the first 6 queries using the top 30 contextual
words1. As a simulation of domain knowledge, information gain is computed based on
the entire set of labeled instances. Note that information gain is only a crude measure
for selecting informative contextual words; human experts can do better with their
domain knowledge. This simulation would result in an underestimate of the true per-
formance of ReQ-ReC. We denote this scenario as ReQ-ReC with “simulated expert”
queries.
4.3 Experiments
4.3.1 Data Sets
In this study, we used three biomedical corpora to evaluate the performance of the
ReQ-ReC framework.
The MSH corpus contains MEDLINE abstracts automatically annotated using
MeSH indexing terms [68]. Originally, it has 203 ambiguous words, including 106
abbreviations, 88 words, and 9 terms that are a combination of abbreviations and
words. Following previous work,14 we only included ambiguous words that have more
than 100 instances so we have sufficient data for training and evaluation. This results
1The first two queries use the top 10 words; the next two queries use the next top 10 words, and
so forth.
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in 198 ambiguous words.
The UMN corpus contains 75 ambiguous abbreviations in clinical notes collected
by the Fairview Health Services affiliated with the University of Minnesota [95]. 500
instances for each abbreviation were randomly sampled from a total of 604,944 clinical
notes. Each instance is a paragraph in which the abbreviation appeared. In this study,
we excluded unsure and misused senses in training and evaluation.
The VUH corpus contains 25 ambiguous abbreviations that appeared in admission
notes at the Vanderbilt University Hospital [148]. Similar to the MSH corpus, we
only retained 24 abbreviations that have more than 100 instances. Each instance is a
sentence in which the abbreviation appeared.
The statistics of the three corpora are summarized in Table 4.1. We can see that the
MSH corpus has the richest context in an instance and the least skewed distribution
of senses for an ambiguous word. Because our main goal in this study was to compare
the effectiveness of different learning algorithms, we did not further tune the context
window size for each corpus.
Table 4.1: Summary statistics of three evaluation corpora.
MSH UMN VUH
# of ambiguous words 198 74 24
Avg. # of instances per word 190 500 194
Avg. # of senses per word 2.1 5.5 4.3
Avg. # of tokens per instance 202.84 60.59 18.73
Avg. percentage of majority sense (%) 54.2 73.4 78.3
4.3.2 Metrics
In this study, we used learning curves to evaluate the cost-benefit performance of
different learning algorithms. A learning curve plots the learning performance against
the effort required in training the learning algorithm. In our case, learning performance
is measured by classification accuracy on a test corpus and effort is measured by the
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number of instances labeled by human experts. For each ambiguous word, we divided
its data into an unlabeled set and a test set. When a learning algorithm is executed
over the unlabeled set, a label is revealed only if the learning algorithm asks for it. As
more labels are accumulated, the WSD model is continuously updated and its accuracy
continuously evaluated on the test set, producing a learning curve. To reduce variation
of the curve due to differences between the unlabeled set and the test set, we ran a
10-fold cross validation: 9 folds of the data are used as the unlabeled set and 1 fold
used as the test set. The learning curve of the algorithm on the particular ambiguous
word is produced by averaging the 10 curves. The aggregated learning curve of the
algorithm is obtained by averaging the curves on all ambiguous words in an evaluation
corpus.
To cope with the cold start problem of active learning algorithms, we randomly
sampled one instance from each sense as the initial training set. To facilitate compar-
ison, we used the same initial training set for random sampling and ReQ-ReC. The
batch size of instance labeling was set to 1 for all learning algorithms, so that we could
monitor the performance improvement by every increment in the training sample.
To summarize the performance of different learning algorithms using a composite
score, we also generated a global ALC (Area under Learning Curve) for each algorithm
on each evaluation corpus. This measurement was adopted in the 2010 active learning
challenge [51]. The global ALC score was normalized by the area under the best
achievable learning curve (constant 1.0 accuracy over all points).
4.3.3 Results
We evaluated six interactive WSD algorithms (one trained on randomly sampled in-
stances, three trained using active learning methods, and two using the worst case
and the simulated expert case of ReQ-ReQ) on three biomedical text corpora (MSH,
UMN, and VUH). Table 4.2 shows the global ALC scores for each learning algorithm on
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different evaluation corpora. ReQ-ReC with simulated expert queries consistently out-
performs all other methods on all three corpora. On the MSH and VUH corpora, even
the worst case of ReQ-ReC achieves higher ALC scores than all existing active-learning
algorithms. On the UMN corpus, the worst case of ReQ-ReC is slightly outperformed
by the margin active learning algorithm. Compared to other active learning methods,
the worst case of ReQ-ReC has the highest ALC scores for 164 out of 297 words across
three corpora (55.22%) (129/198 in MSH, 20/75 in UMN, and 15/24 in VUH). With
simulated expert queries, ReQ-ReC has the highest ALC scores for 206 out of 297
words across the three corpora (69.36%) (156/198 in MSH, 35/75 in UMN, and 15/24
in VUH).
Table 4.2: Average ALC scores for six learning algorithms.
MSH UMN VUH
Random 0.862 0.854 0.863
Least Confidence 0.899 0.885 0.871
Margin 0.900 0.893 0.872
Entropy 0.899 0.878 0.870
ReQ-ReC worst case 0.904 0.889 0.878
ReQ-ReC expert 0.913 0.894 0.885
Figure 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 shows the aggregated learning curves of all algorithms on
three evaluation corpora, respectively. Results on the MSH corpus present the clearest
patterns: the two ReQ-ReC methods learn faster than other algorithms, especially
in the beginning stage (first 30 labels). The learning curves of three active learning
algorithms are almost identical and much higher than that of random sampling, as
previously reported.14 To achieve 90% accuracy, the best active learning algorithm
requires 26 labels on average, while ReQ-ReC with simulated expert queries requires
only 17 labels, saving 35% labeling effort.
Patterns on the other two corpora are less significant, due to highly skewed sense
distributions. In general, ReQ-ReC with simulated expert queries still achieves the best
learning curve than other methods, but with a smaller margin, followed by an active
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Figure 4.3: Aggregated learning curves of 198 ambiguous words in the MSH corpus.
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Figure 4.4: Aggregated learning curves of 74 ambiguous words in the UMN corpus.
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Figure 4.5: Aggregated learning curves of 24 ambiguous words in the VUH corpus.
learning algorithm on the UMN corpus and by the worst case of ReQ-ReC on the VUH
corpus. Surprisingly, on the VUH corpus, random sampling learns faster than active
learning methods at the very beginning. The benefit of active learning kicks in after
20 labels.
4.3.4 Discussion
The goal of inviting human experts into the machine learning process is to achieve
large performance gains with relatively small labeling effort [117]. An active learning
process tries to select the next instance such that it brings in as large amount of fresh
information as possible for the model to learn from, therefore giving rise to large gains.
When asking for the next label, an active learner prefers to ask those instances that
represent an unexplored subpopulation and/or instances whose labels the current model
is still uncertain about. In contrast, a passive learner randomly picks the next instance
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from the unlabeled set, regardless of whether it overlaps with a previously labeled one,
or whether the model can accurately guess its label, neither of which make the best
use of the labeling effort.
WSD model learning benefits considerably from expert queries as a warm start.
When the first few queries are informative contextual words, they construct a pool of
representative instances. The initial WSD model learned on this representative pool
inherits the domain knowledge from the search queries. Human experts can do even
better than the simulated expert in composing these queries. Even when the queries are
machine-generated, the query expansion procedure also picks up potentially informative
contextual words. On the other hand, active learning methods select instances from
the entire corpus rather than a representative pool. In the initial learning stage, models
are usually poor and their predictions are unreliable [11]. Thus the uncertain instances
selected by such predictions may not benefit the learning as much as the representative
ones. As the model becomes more robust in the later learning stage, the clarification
questions raised by active learning will make more sense and labeling these instances
can better improve the model.
Different characteristics of text documents affect learning process [115]. In biomed-
ical papers that are formally written (the MSH corpus), an ambiguous abbreviation
often appears with its full form for clarification purposes, e.g. “high-risk (HR)” and
“heart rate (HR).” The co-occurrence of the abbreviation with its full form greatly
makes it easier for both the annotation process and the WSD model. In contrast, an
ambiguous abbreviation in clinical notes (the UMN and VUH corpora) is almost never
expanded to its full form as abbreviations are typically used to save the time of input.
A clinical abbreviation can have many senses that are used in many different contexts.
As a result, the annotation process for clinical abbreviations requires extensive search
and labeling. Compared to active learning, the ReQ-ReC framework can better assist
human experts in building clinical WSD models.
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When an ambiguous word has many senses, the sense distribution is often highly
skewed: one or two major senses cover more than 90% use cases, while many other
senses are rarely used. As we can see in Table 4.1, word senses of the two clinical corpora
are highly skewed (for more than 4 senses, a majority guess has above 70% accuracy).
Skewed sense distribution presents challenge to machine learning [57]. Without abun-
dant labeled instances, it is difficult to learn a WSD model that accurately identifies a
rare sense. The classification model will bias towards predicting the major senses and
hurt the recall of the rare sense, which becomes an issue for high-stake events such as a
rare disease. A straightforward way to cope with the rare sense learning problem is to
harvest and label more data for the rare class, for which the first step is to search using
contextual words. ReQ-ReC, originally designed for high-recall information retrieval,
can be useful in searching for more rare senses.
This study has several limitations. First, in this study we assume the senses of
an ambiguous word are known upfront and one instance is already available for each
sense, which is a standard setup in the active learning literature. In reality human
expert may have knowledge of some but not all of the senses; it is more natural to
discover senses on the fly. Second, instead of using the simple bag-of-unigram features,
we can use more elaborate features for WSD, e.g. part-of-speech tags, medical concepts
(extracted by MetaMap), and word embedding. This could further improve the WSD
performance. Third, the framework is only evaluated through simulated experiments
and is not evaluated with real users.
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we describe a novel interactive machine learning framework that lever-
ages interactive search and classification to rapidly build models for word sense disam-
biguation in clinical text. With this framework, human experts first use keyword search
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to retrieve relevant contexts in which an ambiguous word may appear to enable tar-
geted, high-yielding annotation. This interactive active learning process, capitalizing
on human experts domain knowledge, could therefore significantly reduce the annota-
tion cost by avoiding the need to have a fully annotated corpus. Experiments using
multiple biomedical text corpora show that the framework delivers comparable or even
better performance than current active learning methods, even if human wisdom is not
used to aid in the search process (i.e., all search queries are automatically generated
by the algorithm). In future work, we will conduct more evaluation studies to assess
the performance of the framework using real-world scenarios and real human experts.
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CHAPTER 5
Medical Word Sense Disambiguation
through Feature Labeling and Highlighting
In the beginning of an active learning process, the very few examples inevitably train a
poor model. Based on the model’s inaccurate predictions, the active learning algorithm
often acquires low-quality training data, which in turn train a poor model. This vicious
cycle haunts the early stage of active learning until sufficient quantity of training data
are queried. This problem is known as “cold start” in machine learning literature.
To break out from the vicious cycle, one needs to start with either good selection of
training data, or a good initial model.
The ReQ-ReC framework in Chapter 4 allows human experts to identify and la-
bel typical instances using their domain knowledge, essentially selecting good training
data in the beginning stage. This chapter explores the alternative: to have a good
initial model. It presents an novel interactive learning algorithm that directly acquires
domain knowledge from human experts through new input modalities: labeling and
highlighting features. Such knowledge provides a much stronger “warm start” to the
initial model than ReQ-ReC with expert queries. A good initial model informs the
subsequent active learning algorithm to acquire high-quality training data, which in
turn improves the model, thus entering a virtuous cycle. We apply this method in
medical word sense disambiguation (WSD) tasks, demonstrating that interactive ma-
chine learning has great potential to tap into the rich knowledge in the health domain
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to train high-performance medical natural language processing (NLP) models with
minimal effort.
5.1 Introduction
Medical documents contain many ambiguous terms, the meaning of which can only be
determined from the context. For example, the word “ice” may refer to frozen water,
methamphetamine (an addictive substance), or caspase-1 (a type of enzyme); and the
acronym “PD” may stand for “peritoneal dialysis” (a treatment for kidney failure),
“posterior descending” (a coronary artery), or “police department”. Assigning the
appropriate meaning (a.k.a. “sense”) to an ambiguous word based on the context is
referred to as the process of word sense disambiguation (WSD) [64, 116]. WSD is a crit-
ical step for many medical NLP applications, such as text indexing and categorization,
named entity extraction, and computer-assisted chart review.
The research community has proposed and evaluated many WSD methods in the
past, including supervised learning [90, 150, 152], semi-supervised learning [89, 151, 42],
and knowledge-driven [88, 158] approaches. Collectively, these studies have shown that
a substantial volume of high-quality training data annotated by human experts is re-
quired for existing WSD models to achieve desirable performance. However, annotating
training data is a labor-intensive process, and the quality may deteriorate as the vol-
ume required to be annotated increases [103]. This is particularly true for medical
WSD as assigning correct sense for ambiguous medical terms requires great attention
and highly specialized domain knowledge.
To address this issue, the machine learning community has been exploring ap-
proaches that involve human experts just-in-time during a machine learning process,
in contrast to conventional approaches wherein human experts are only involved in cre-
ating static annotated training or evaluation datasets. Such approaches are generally
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referred to as active learning. An active learning approach [117] prioritizes instances
to be labeled and presents to human experts the most informative ones that would
help the algorithm achieve desirable performance with fewer iterations. This family of
learning methods has shown far superior performance over that of random sampling in
medical WSD tasks [23].
In Chapter 4, we described ReQ-ReC, a step further by incorporating an infor-
mation retrieval component in active learning that allows human experts to identify
and label typical instances using their domain knowledge through keyword search. It
demonstrated better performance than active learning in medical WSD tasks. However,
even though experts are brought into the loop, existing interactive learning approaches
still suffer from the “cold start” problem. That is, without any prior knowledge about
a new WSD task, an algorithm based on artificial intelligence (i.e., a statistical WSD
classifier) needs a large amount of training data to reach a reasonable accuracy. In
contrast, well-trained human experts do not have the cold start problem because they
come to a WSD task with established domain knowledge, which helps them directly
determine the correct sense of an ambiguous word.
In this chapter, we describe a novel interactive learning algorithm that is capable
of directly acquiring domain knowledge from human experts by allowing them to ar-
ticulate the evidence that leads to their sense tagging decisions (e.g., the presence of
indicative words in the context that suggest the sense of the word). This knowledge
is then applied in subsequent learning processes to help the algorithm achieve desir-
able performance with fewer iterations, thus solving the cold start problem. That is,
besides labeling instances, the expert can provide domain knowledge by two means:
(1) to specify informative words of a sense, and (2) to highlight evidence words in la-
beled instances. These interaction modes enable experts to directly express their prior
knowledge and thought process when they perform WSD, without adding much bur-
den. The two channels complement each other: it is sometimes hard to specify strong
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informative words a priori, but easier to highlight these words in situ. The statistical
classifier can learn from both labeled instances and informative words (i.e. labeled
features), and query new labels using active learning.
Simulated experiments on three WSD corpora show that experts domain knowl-
edge gives the model a warm start at the beginning stage, significantly accelerating the
learning process. On one biomedical literature corpus and two clinical notes corpora,
the proposed algorithm makes better use of human experts in training WSD mod-
els than all existing approaches, achieving the state-of-the-art performance with least
effort.
5.2 Incorporating WSD Knowledge through Fea-
ture Labeling
5.2.1 Instance Labeling vs. Feature Determination
Below, we use an example to illustrate how the interactive learning algorithm works.
Suppose the word “cold” (or its spelling variants, e.g., “COLD”) is mentioned across
a set of medical documents. Depending on the context, it could mean “chronic ob-
structive lung disease,” “common colds,” or “low temperature.” The task of WSD is
to determine the correct sense of each appearance of this word (i.e., each instance of
the word).
A human expert performing this task may apply a number of rules based on her
or his domain knowledge. For example, she or he may know that when all letters
of the word are spelled in capital case, i.e., “COLD,” it is more likely the acronym of
“chronic obstructive lung disease” than any other possible senses. This judgment could
be further strengthened when there are indicative words (or phrases) such as “chronic,”
“obstructive,” or “lung” in the adjacent text. Likewise, if the word is not spelled in all
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capitals, and is accompanied by words such as “common,” “cough,” and “sneeze,” it
likely means “common cold.” For certain senses, contextual cues may appear in other
forms rather than indicative words. For example, a numeric value followed by a unit
of temperature (e.g. “5 degrees C”) may give out that the word “cold” in the current
context likely refers to “low temperature,” instead of a medical condition.
Unfortunately, such domain knowledge is not leveraged by conventional supervised
learning approaches, which only ask human experts to label the sense of the instances
of an ambiguous word, rather than capture how human experts make such judgments.
In other words, conventional approaches only try to “infer” human wisdom from anno-
tated results, instead of acquiring it directly – even if such wisdom is readily available
and can be formally expressed. The interactive learning algorithm described in this
chapter addresses this limitation by allowing human experts to create labeled features
in addition to labeling instances.
A labeled instance for an ambiguous word is a [context, sense] pair, following the
conventional definition in supervised learning. For example, a labeled instance of the
word “cold” can be:
[‘The patient developed cold and experienced cough and running nose.’,
common cold].
A labeled feature for an ambiguous word is a [feature, sense] pair, where the feature is
a textual pattern (a word, a phrase, a skip n-gram, or a regular expression in general).
The pair encodes the (most likely) sense of the ambiguous word if the feature appears
in its context. For example, human experts can express domain knowledge of the sense
of “cold” by creating the following labeled features:
Human experts can also express domain knowledge by highlighting a contextual cue
after labeling an instance of “cold”, as in
[‘The tissue was exposed to a cold environment ( 5 degrees C ).’, low
temperature].
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[‘COLD’ : All cap, chronic obstructive lung disease]
[‘chronic’ : Non all-cap, chronic obstructive lung disease]
[‘obstructive’ : Non all-cap, chronic obstructive lung disease]
[‘lung’ : Non all-cap, chronic obstructive lung disease]
[‘common’ : Non all-cap, common cold]
[‘cough’ : Non all-cap, common cold]
[‘sneeze’ : Non all-cap, common cold]
... ...
The highlighted text snippet essentially creates another labeled feature for “cold”:
[‘<digit> degrees C’, low temperature] .
A labeled feature encodes certain domain knowledge that human experts use to
solve a WSD task, which can be directly applied to train machine-learning models. As
a result, it improves WSD performance and, at the same time, reduces the amount of
manual effort required to create a large quantity of labeled instances as training data.
5.2.2 Overall Workflow
The interactive learning algorithm consists of several distinct components; illustrated
in Figure 5.1.
Labeled instances and 
featuresQuery instances
WSD Model
Trainer
Instance 
selector
WSD model
f : context sense
Unlabeled
poolPredicted instances
？
34%
33%
33%
✓
“cough”✓
✓ labeled instances
labeled featurespredicted probabilities 
for each sense
Start
Figure 5.1: Interactive learning with labeled instances and features.
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When the human expert can come up with good features for each sense of an
ambiguous word, the algorithm can directly use them to train an initial WSD classifier.
When such domain knowledge is not available, we assume that the human expert can
identify at least one instance for each sense. She or he can then label the instance
and highlight contextual cues in that instance. This kicks off the interactive learning
process.
The algorithm contains an instance selector that determines how to best select
instances from an unlabeled pool to present to the human expert. Then, the human
expert labels the sense of the instance, followed by potentially suggesting features that
were used as the “rationale” for the labeling decision (i.e. feature labeling). Next,
the algorithm uses both labeled instances and labeled features to retrain the WSD
classifier, then begins another iteration by selecting additional instances for manual
labeling till satisfactory WSD result is achieved. This process is described in more
detail in the next few sections.
5.2.3 WSD Model Training
The algorithm of training and retraining a WSD model consists of 2 stages: feature
representation and parameter estimation.
5.2.3.1 Dynamic Feature Representation
In conventional supervised learning, a model uses a fixed set of features throughout the
training process. For text classification, this feature set is often all of the words in the
corpus. In our interactive learning algorithm, labeled features may contain arbitrary
textual patterns that are difficult to know ahead of time. Rather than trying to include
all possible features from the beginning as conventional machine-learning methods do,
we use a dynamic feature representation by starting with a set of base features and
gradually expanding it as new features emerge. This method helps to prevent severe
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overfitting when the size of the feature set is large.
We use presence/absence of unigrams as the base features to represent an instance:
xbase ∈ RV , where V is the number of distinct unigrams. A labeled feature defines a
real-valued function φ(·) of an instance, such as “1 if the instance contains ‘COLD’
in all caps; 0 otherwise”. Suppose we have m labeled features at iteration t, then an
instance is represented by a (V +m)-dimension vector x = [xbase, φ(1), · · · , φ(m)].
5.2.3.2 Parameter Estimation
We use logistic regression with linear kernel as the WSD classifier. If an ambiguous
word has 2 senses, we build a binary classifier, otherwise a softmax multiclass classifier.
Logistic regression classifiers output probability predictions in [0, 1], which are then
used by the active learning algorithm.
Below, we describe the algorithm for training the logistic regression model. Sup-
pose at a certain iteration, we have l labeled instances
{(
x(i),y(i)
)}l
i=1
, and m labeled
features
{(
φ(j),y(j)
)}m
j=1
. For an ambiguous word with k senses, y(i) is a one-hot k-
dimensional vector that encodes the assigned sense, and y
(i)
c is its k-th dimension. We
train a logistic regression model p(y|x; θ) by minimizing the following loss function (θ
denotes the parameters of the model):
J(θ) =
l∑
i=1
k∑
c=1
−y(i)c log p
(
yc|x(i); θ
)
+ λ1
m∑
j=1
k∑
c=1
−y˜(j)c log p
(
yc|φ(j); θ
)
+
λ2
2
‖θ‖22
(5.1)
p
(
yc|φ(j); θ
)
is the expectation for any instance containing feature φ(j) to have sense
c. Let Sj be the set of instances (both labeled and unlabeled) with non-zero feature
values for φ(j), then
p
(
yc|φ(j); θ
)
=
∑
i∈Sj p
(
yc|x(i); θ
)
|Sj| .
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y˜
(j)
c = (yc + )/(1 + k) is the smooth version of feature label distribution, because
unlike labeled instances, labeled features should be interpreted as preferences rather
than as absolute assignments. λ1 ≥ 0 and λ2 ≥ 0 are trade-off weights for different loss
terms. We set  = 0.1, λ1 = λ2 = 1.
In the loss function (5.1), the first term is the cross-entropy loss on labeled instances;
the second term is the cross-entropy loss on labeled features; and the third term is a
regularization term of parameter θ. If the loss function only consists of the first and
the third term, then it reduces to the loss function of a traditional softmax logistic
regression classifier. The second term expresses a preference on the expected behavior
of the WSD classifier, i.e., the presence of a feature strongly suggests a label (i.e.,
the most probable sense). This is a so-called generalized expectation criterion [35].
Because of the second term, (5.1) is a nonconvex function. We use gradient descent
to find a local minimum for the model parameter w. In practice, we find the local
minimum yields a sufficiently performing classification model.
5.2.4 Instance Selection
The proposed algorithm kicks off the first iteration by a labeled feature for each sense.
Once the WSD classifier is trained, active learning can be applied to select a small set
of unlabeled instances to present to human experts for labeling. Specifically, we use
minimum margin-based active learning as the instance selection algorithm which has
shown superior performance in classification settings [117, 143]. It selects the unlabeled
instance x that satisfies the smallest Q(x) = p(y1|x; θ)−p(y2|x; θ), where y1 and y2 are
the most and second most probable senses. Intuitively, the classifier cannot determine
whether y1 or y2 is the correct sense, therefore it needs to solicit input from human
experts.
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5.3 Experiments
5.3.1 Data Sets
In this study, we used three established medical corpora to evaluate the performance
of the interactive learning algorithm.
The MSH corpus contains a set of MEDLINE abstracts automatically annotated
using MeSH indexing terms [68]. Similar to how it was handled in previous work [23,
143], for this corpus, we only included ambiguous words that have at least 100 instances,
providing adequate data for training and evaluation. This gave us 198 ambiguous
words, including 102 abbreviations, 86 non-abbreviated words, and 10 abbreviation-
word combinations.
The UMN corpus contains 74 ambiguous abbreviations from a total of 604,944
clinical notes created at the Fairview Health Services affiliated with the University of
Minnesota; each abbreviation has 500 randomly sampled instances [95]. Each instance
is a paragraph in which the abbreviation appeared. 4 abbreviations have a general
English sense (FISH, IT, OR, US ).
The VUH corpus contains ambiguous abbreviations from the admission notes cre-
ated at the Vanderbilt University Hospital [148]. Similar to the MSH corpus, we only
retained 24 abbreviations that have more than 100 instances. Each instance is a sen-
tence in which the abbreviation appeared. One abbreviation is a loanword in English
(AD as in ad lib).
The summary statistics of these three evaluation corpora is shown in Table 4.1.
The MSH corpus has the richest context in an instance (i.e., highest average number of
tokens per instance), and the least skewed distribution of senses (i.e., lowest proportion
of dominating majority senses). Because the main objective of this study was to
evaluate the performance of the interactive learning algorithm in comparison with
other machine-learning algorithms, we did not further tune the context window size
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for each corpus. The three corpora share 3 abbreviations (SS, CA, RA). MSH and
UMN share another 6 abbreviations. UMN and VUH share another 5 abbreviations.
The same abbreviation may have different senses in different corpora.
5.3.2 Baseline Methods
To comparatively evaluate the performance of the interactive learning algorithm, we
included three other machine-learning algorithms in the analysis. These algorithms
vary mainly based on how labeled instances or features are obtained from human
experts.
(1) Random sampling. The algorithm selects the next in- stance at random from the
unlabeled pool. It starts with one labeled instance for each sense. Later iterations
use random sampling to obtain instance labels.
(2) Active learning. The algorithm selects the next instance using the minimum mar-
gin criterion [117, 23]. It starts with one labeled instance for each sense. Later
iterations use minimum margin to obtain instance labels.
(3) ReQ-ReC expert. The algorithm extends active learning by inviting human experts
to search for typical instances for each sense using keywords [143]. It starts with
one labeled feature for each sense. Later iterations use minimum margin to obtain
instance labels.
(4) Informed learning : the proposed interactive learning algorithm. It starts with one
labeled feature (or one labeled instance with a highlighted feature) for each sense.
Later iterations use minimum margin to obtain instance labels.
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5.3.3 Simulated Human Expert Input
To derive evaluation metrics, we simulated human expert input using labeled data
from each corpus, which is a method commonly used to evaluate active learning algo-
rithms[12]. This method reduces potential influences that may be introduced due to
performance variation by human experts. More specifically:
(1) Labeling instances: We used the validated labels in these evaluation corpora as the
oracle of instance labels.
(2) Labeling features: To implement simulated human expert input (i.e. the “oracle”)
that provides labeled features, we computed information gain for each unigram
feature using the entire labeled corpus [156], and selected the most informative
features as oracle features. A feature is associated with a sense when the feature
co-occurs most frequently with the sense. To make it more realistic, we simulated
the oracle that knows the q-th best feature among all unigram features, where
q = 1, 5, 10. This oracle was also used in the “ReQ-ReC expert” algorithm when
composing the first search query. The labeled features generated in this way were
mostly the words in the definition of each sense.
Since, in reality, a human expert is unlikely able to come up with all features achiev-
ing the highest information gain, we also implemented a weaker, supplementary oracle
that better resembles true human performance in realistic WSD tasks. It simulates
the action of the expert highlighting a feature in a labeled instance while she or he
is doing the annotation. In the first iteration, a random instance in each sense was
given to the oracle. It identified the most informative n-gram (n = 1, 2, 3) feature in
that instance. We used n-grams instead of unigrams to allow the oracle to highlight
consecutive words in a sentence. To make the oracle more realistic, we simulated the
oracle that knows the q-th best n-gram feature in that instance, where q = 1, 2, 3.
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5.3.4 Metrics
We used learning curves to evaluate the cost-benefit performance of different learning
algorithms. A learning curve plots the learning performance against the effort required
in training the algorithm. In the context of this chapter, learning performance is
measured by classification accuracy on a test corpus; and effort is measured by the
number of instances that need to be labeled by human experts. For each ambiguous
word, we split its instances into an unlabeled set and a test set. When a learning
algorithm is executed over the unlabeled set, a label is revealed only if the learning
algorithm asks for it. With more and more labels becoming available, the WSD model
is continuously updated and its accuracy continuously evaluated, producing a learning
curve.
To reduce variation of the curve due to differences between the unlabeled set and
the test set, we ran a 10-fold cross validation: 9 folds of the data are used as the
unlabeled set and one fold used as the test set. The learning curve of the algorithm on
a particular ambiguous word is produced by taking the average of the 10 curves. The
overall aggregated learning curve of the algorithm is obtained by taking the average of
all curves on all ambiguous words in an evaluation corpus.
In reality, human experts are unlikely to provide an inclusive set of features with
the highest information gain prior to the annotation process. On the other hand, a
well-trained human annotator should be able to identify the best (or one of the best)
features after seeing and labeling an instance. Therefore, we hypothesize that the
true performance of a human expert will be between the oracle that provides the best
feature (best-case scenario) and the oracle that highlights the 3rd best feature in a
labeled instance (worst-case scenario). We average the learning curves of the best- and
the worst-case scenarios to generate the learning curve of “informed learning”.
To summarize the performance of different learning algorithms using a composite
score, we also generated a global Area under Learning Curve (ALC) for each algo-
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rithm on each corpus. This method was introduced in the 2010 Active Learning Chal-
lenge [51]. The global ALC score was normalized by the area under the best achievable
learning curve (constant 1.0 accuracy over all points).
To test the significance of performance difference between the algorithms in terms
of average ALC scores, we used Wilcoxon signed rank test [145], a non-parametric test
for paired examples. We set the type I error control at α = 0.01.
5.3.5 Results
5.3.5.1 Aggregated learning curves
The aggregated learning curves obtained by applying each of the learning algorithms
on the evaluation corpora, including drill-down analyses of imperfect feature labeling
and highlighting oracles, are exhibited in Figures 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4.
Overall, learning curves of informed learning algorithm demonstrated a “warm
start” substantially better than the other algorithms evaluated. This is as a result
of applying directly acquired domain knowledge from human experts at the beginning
of the learning process. The warm start not only helps to achieve desired performance
faster with fewer instance labels, but also makes the proposed algorithm (potentially)
less susceptible to highly skewed sense distribution. As shown by the curves on the
two clinical WSD corpora, UMN and VUH. To reach 90% accuracy, informed learning
saved 42% instance labels compared to active learning on the MSH corpus (15 vs. 26),
35% instance labels on the UMN corpus (15 vs. 23), and 16% instance labels on the
VUH corpus (26 vs. 31).
5.3.5.2 Area under learning curve
The ALC scores for each corpus and each learning algorithm, as well as the results of
statistical significance tests, are reported in Table 5.1. On all three corpora, Wilcoxon
signed rank test showed that the ALC scores of informed learning were statistically
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significantly better than margin-based active learning. On two corpora (MSH and
UMN), the ALC scores of informed learning were statistically significantly better than
ReQ-ReC expert, the previous state of the art. These significance results hold even
when the feature oracles were imperfect, demonstrating that the proposed algorithm
was applicable in a broad range of conditions.
Table 5.1: Area under learning curve (ALC) scores of evaluated interactive learning
algorithms. The bottom two sections are variants of Informed learning with different
feature labeling (highlighting) oracles.
Learning algorithm MSH UMN VUH
Random sampling 0.8159 0.8146 0.8311
Active learning 0.8676 0.8522 0.8309
ReQ-ReC expert 0.8928 0.8550 0.8524
Informed learning 0.9094∗,† 0.9074∗,† 0.8706∗
Provide the best feature in Iteration 1 0.9141∗,† 0.9122∗,† 0.8792∗
Provide 5th best feature in Iteration 1 0.9087∗,† 0.9038∗,† 0.8773∗
Provide 10th best feature in Iteration 1 0.9052∗,† 0.9029∗,† 0.8777∗
Highlight the best feature in Iteration 1 0.9119∗,† 0.9091∗,† 0.8675∗
Highlight 2nd best feature in Iteration 1 0.9072∗,† 0.9035∗,† 0.8639∗
Highlight 3rd best feature in Iteration 1 0.9047∗,† 0.9047∗,† 0.8620∗
“∗” means the score is significant compared to “Active learning” at level α = 0.01.
“†” means the score is significant compared to “ReC-ReQ” expert at level α = 0.01.
5.3.6 Discussion
5.3.6.1 Warm-start effect
The informed learning algorithm is perfectly positioned to address the “cold start”
problem. Active learning works best when the model has a reasonably good under-
standing of the problem space so that the selected instances are the most informative.
At the beginning, the model trained on very few labeled instances can perform poorly
and waste data selection. In informed learning, human experts can start the learning
process by specifying an informative keyword of a sense, which essentially provides
weak labels to many instances containing that keyword, resulting in a “warm start”.
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It significantly reduces total number of instance labels to reach high accuracy.
5.3.6.2 Error analysis
In Table 5.2, we break down the performance of each algorithm on different subsets
of words in three corpora. In the MSH corpus, as abbreviations often co-occur with
its full forms, they were easier to disambiguate than non-abbreviated words. The
abbreviations in UMN and VUH were harder to disambiguate than those in MSH,
because the unbalanced sense distribution presented a challenge to machine learning
models.
We studied the cases where Informed Learning (IL) underperformed Active Learn-
ing (AL) or ReQ-ReC expert (RR). The main reason was that the simulated feature
oracle sometimes provided low-quality labeled features. In fact, words with high infor-
mation gain could be rare words, not generalizing to many examples; they could also
be common words (e.g., that, of), which happened to appear more frequently in one
sense than others but were too noisy to be useful in classification. IL works well when
a labeled feature is representative of and specific to a sense. We hypothesize that real
human experts are more capable of providing such high-quality features than simulated
experts.
AL and RR start learning with equal number of instances in each sense, i.e. assum-
ing a uniform prior distribution over senses. As for IL, initial labeled features induce
a sense distribution through feature popularity (a frequent feature indicates a major
sense), naturally giving rise to a skewed sense distribution. When the true sense distri-
bution is indeed uniform (MSH), AL and RR may have an advantage over IL. However,
when the true sense distribution is skewed (UMN and VUH), AL and RR may suffer
as they need more instance labels to correct their uniform prior assumption.
In this study, we set 90% accuracy as the target and measured the number of
instances required for achieving that performance. In secondary analysis of EHRs
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Table 5.2: Average ALC scores of evaluated interactive learning algorithms across
different subsets of ambiguous words.
Average ALC score ALC advantage (%)
Random
sampling
Active
learning
ReQ-ReC
expert
Informed
learning
Informed over
Active (%)
Informed over
ReQ-ReC (%)
MSH
102 A 0.8617 0.9189 0.9349 0.9548 101/102 (99) 98/102 (96)
10 AT 0.8265 0.8623 0.8922 0.9150 10/10 (100) 10/10 (100)
86 T 0.7603 0.8074 0.8430 0.8549 86/86 (100) 66/86 (77)
UMN
70 A 0.8145 0.8520 0.8545 0.9076 70/70 (100) 70/70 (100)
4 AT 0.8176 0.8540 0.8635 0.9048 4/4 (100) 4/4 (100)
VUH
23 A 0.8332 0.8343 0.8552 0.8710 21/23 (91) 18/23 (78)
1 AT 0.7820 0.7535 0.7877 0.8490 1/1 (100) 1/1 (100)
A: abbreviations; T: nonabbreviated words; AT: abbreviation-word combinations.
data for clinical research, NLP systems with over 90% accuracy are often viewed as
reasonable[22-24] and have been widely used. However, for NLP systems that will be
used for clinical practice (e.g., clinical decision support systems), higher performance
would be required. Therefore, the target performance is dependent on specific tasks.
In the future, we will further investigate our approaches when required performance
changes.
5.4 Conclusion
This chapter introduces a novel interactive machine learning algorithm that can learn
from domain knowledge to rapidly build statistical classifiers for medical WSD. Hu-
man experts can express domain knowledge by either prescribing informative words
for a sense, or highlighting evidence words when labeling an instance. In addition, ac-
tive learning technique is employed to query instance labels. Experiments using three
biomedical WSD corpora showed that the algorithm delivered significantly better per-
formance than strong baseline methods. Future studies will focus on assessing the
performance of the algorithm using real-world scenarios with real human experts.
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Figure 5.2: Aggregated learning curves of 198 ambiguous words in the MSH corpus,
with drill-down analysis of “informed learning”.
(A): interactive learning algorithms in comparison, including the best- and worst-case
scenarios of “informed learning”. To achieve 90% accuracy, “random sampling” re-
quired 49 instance labels, and “active learning” required 26 instance labels. “ReQ-ReC
expert” used labeled features as instance search queries and required 17 instance la-
bels to achieve 90% accuracy. “Informed learning” directly learned from feature labels
and only required 15 instance labels to achieve 90% accuracy. (B and C): drill-down
analysis of informed learning using imperfect feature labeling (highlighting) oracles, re-
spectively. Even using imperfect feature labeling oracles, variants of “informed learn-
ing” still significantly outperformed both “active learning” and “ReQ-ReC expert,”
according to Wilcoxon signed rank test (see Table 5.1).
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Figure 5.3: Aggregated learning curves of 74 ambiguous words in the UMN corpus,
with drill-down analysis of “informed learning”.
(A): interactive learning algorithms in comparison, including the best- and worst-case
scenarios of “informed learning”. To achieve 90% accuracy, “random sampling” re-
quired more than 50 instance labels, “active learning” required 23 instance labels, and
“ReQ-ReC expert” required 21 instance labels. “Informed learning” required only 15
instance labels. (B and C): drill-down analysis of informed learning of imperfect fea-
ture labeling (highlighting) oracles, respectively. Even using imperfect feature oracles,
variants of “informed learning” still significantly outperformed both “active learning”
and “ReQ-ReC expert”, according to Wilcoxon signed rank test (see Table 5.1).
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Figure 5.4: Aggregated learning curves of 24 ambiguous words in the VUH corpus,
with drill-down analysis of “informed learning”.
(A): Interactive learning algorithms in comparison, including the best- and worst-
case scenarios of “informed learning”. To achieve 90% accuracy, “random sampling”
required more than 50 instance labels, “active learning” required 31 instance labels,
“ReQ-ReC expert” and “Informed learning” required 26 labels. (B and C): drill-
down analysis of learning curves of imperfect feature labeling (highlighting) oracles,
respectively. Even using imperfect feature oracles, variants of “informed learning” still
significantly outperformed “active learning”, according to Wilcoxon signed rank test
(see Table 5.1).
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CHAPTER 6
A General Framework of Interactive
Machine Learning
Previous chapters present novel interactive machine learning algorithms and their ap-
plications in various text mining tasks. Over the past few decades, research along this
direction has generated an increasing bulk of literature. Each algorithm tends to have
different inspirations. The active learning literature survey [117] described six different
“query strategy frameworks”, but still cannot cover many variants such as active fea-
ture learning, dual supervision, and batch-mode active learning. This raises a natural
question for researchers in this field: what is the common underlying principle
for the myriad of interactive machine learning algorithms?
In this chapter, I propose a general framework that unifies many interactive machine
learning algorithms. The hope is that such a framework can reveal the essence of these
algorithms, just like the structural risk minimization framework reveals the core idea
behind supervised learning algorithms [138]. Are interactive learning processes trying
to optimize some objective function? Clearly, the object being optimized is not the
model parameters, but the selection of data inputs. In light of this, the objective
function should be defined over the subsets of a larger data set (or the probability
distributions over a larger data set, if the selection is probabilistic). This chapter
presents such an objective function, discusses how it connects different interactive
machine learning algorithms, and uses the principle to design new algorithms.
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6.1 Introduction
The best-performing machine learning models nowadays are also the most data-hungry.
In order to train a high-performance machine learning model, one has to prepare a large
quantity of labeled examples. While this may be feasible in tasks like movie rating
prediction and news topic classification, in many practical scenarios obtaining large-
scale training data is extremely expensive and requires highly specialized expertise.
This is especially the case for professional domains like medicine and law.
What is the effective way for human experts to produce high-performance machine
learning models with low manual effort? Machine learning communities have been
proposing many different approaches. Semi-supervised learning algorithms tap into
large amount of unlabeled data to reduce label requirement [167]. Transfer learning
algorithms make use of knowledge in either previously labeled data or learned models
to save labels needed in the current task [99]. Weakly supervised learning algorithms
make use of inexact supervision signals that may not take the form of labeled examples
but can be acquired at scale with relatively low cost [166, 59].
Interactive machine learning algorithms seek to optimize the label acquisition mech-
anisms, i.e. the teaching-learning processes between the human and the machine, so
as to reduce the overall labeling effort of human experts; refer to Chapter 2 for a
comprehensive review. These algorithms aim to achieve the following goals:
• Asking for labels selectively: The subfield of active learning aims to achieve
this goal by developing algorithms that only ask for labels on carefully-selected
examples [117]. By asking “smart questions”, an active learner can sometimes
save a significant portion of labeling effort to achieve high performance compared
to random sampling. In all the learning algorithms developed in Chapters 3, 4,
and 5, we used an active learning component to reduce labeling effort.
• Learning from diverse channels: In many domains, experts’ domain knowl-
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edge can be expressed in forms such as key entities and relations in knowledge
bases, keywords and rules of thumb in everyday practice, other than a set of
labeled examples. Previous works in active feature labeling [35, 159, 36] and
feature-instance dual supervision [128, 9] aim to select and learn from informa-
tive features or rationales, in addition to labeled instances. The keyword search
component in Chapter 4 and feature labeling/highlighting component in Chapter
5 are along this line. Learning from such prior knowledge is particularly helpful
at the beginning of the learning process.
However, despite the increasing bulk of literature on interactive machine learn-
ing algorithms, we do not know if there is a common underlying principle that can
summarize many, if not all, of these algorithms. Specifically, it would be ideal if the
interactive machine learning processes can be viewed as working towards some goal,
e.g. optimizing some objective function.
Recall that many supervised learning algorithms can be unified under the structural
risk minimization (or regularized loss minimization) principle [138]. Given training
data S = {(xi, yi)}ni=1, supervised learning algorithms aim to minimize an objective of
the form
min
h∈H
n∑
i=1
` (h(xi), yi) + λΩ(h) , (6.1)
whereH is the model function class, `(·, ·) measures the empirical loss, Ω(·) is a regular-
ization term which measures the complexity of a model, and λ > 0 is a hyperparameter
that balances bias and variance of the learned model.
Many supervised learning algorithms can be seen as different implementations of the
above principle, with different choices of the loss function `(·, ·), the function class H,
and the regularization term Ω(·). In linear regression, H is the space of linear functions:
h = w>x, `(y, y′) = (y − y′)2. If Ω(h) = ‖w‖22, we have ridge regression. If Ω(h) =
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‖w‖1, we have lasso regression, which encourages sparse coefficients as solutions. In
logistic regression with linear kernel, H is the space of linear functions, `(y, y′) =
log (1 + exp(−yy′)) is the logistic loss. In support vector machines with linear kernel,
H is the space of linear functions, `(y, y′) = [1− yy′]+ is the hinge loss, where [·]+
denotes the positive part. We obtain more complex models when we use function classes
more complex than linear functions. Kernel machines use high-dimensional functions
implicitly defined by kernels. Neural networks construct high-order nonlinear functions
by connecting layers of logistic regression units (so-called “neurons”). Decision trees
approximate a complex function with a collection of piecewise constant functions, where
each “piece” is defined on an axis-aligned rectangle.
The structured risk minimization principle allows us to gain deeper insights into
various supervised learning algorithms. It further inspires us to design new algorithms
in a principled way. For instance, we may design a new loss function that better suits a
particular task, design a proper model structure that better reflects our understanding
of the problem domain in question, or choose a proper level of model complexity to fit
a given amount of training data, so that the model generalizes well on unseen data.
Similarly, having a common principle for interactive machine learning algorithms
can also help us gain better understanding of various interactive learning algorithms
and design new ones in a principled way. Indeed, deploying these algorithms in prac-
tice is not without difficulties and frustrations [11], therefore the guidance from an
underlying principle is urgently needed. However, current algorithms with theoretical
guarantees lack overlap with those widely used by practitioners [3]. In this chap-
ter, I propose a unified framework that connects many interactive machine learning
algorithms widely adopted in practice.
The framework formulates an interactive machine learning process as a two-player
zero-sum game between the human teacher and the machine learner. This setup nat-
urally depicts learning as an interactive, turn-based, continuous process, which can
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facilitate algorithmic design better than the conventional non-interactive, one-off setup
in supervised learning. In this game, the machine learner tries to minimize its expected
error by adjusting model parameters, while the human teacher tries to maximize the
model’s expected error by selecting data examples. Surprisingly, this seemingly adver-
sarial setup turns out to help the model converge to the optimal parameters.
Through by the value function of this game, we obtain a general optimization ob-
jective for interactive machine learning for finite iterations/samples. It unifies a broad
range of algorithms, including uncertainty-based sampling, density-weighted sampling,
batch-mode active learning, expected error reduction, and ReQuery-ReClassification
(ReQ-ReC, introduced in Chapter 3). This suggests that the objective is very gen-
eral. To further demonstrate the power of this framework, I discuss new algorithms it
inspires, and show promising preliminary results.
6.2 A Two-Player Game
Recent developments in generative adversarial networks (GAN) show that state-of-the-
art generative models can be trained in a framework of minimax game [48, 140]. In this
game, a generator tries to generate synthetic examples that are very similar to organic
ones, and a discriminator (a binary classifier) tries to distinguish which examples are
organic and which are synthetic. In the theoretical equilibrium where both parties have
sufficiently large model capacity and computational power, the generator generates
data from the true data distribution, while the discriminator can only perform random
guess.
Inspired by this framework, I formulate the teacher-student interaction in an in-
teractive machine learning process as a minimax game. In this game, a generator
tries to generate training examples that are hard to classify, while the discriminator
(the classifier) tries to correctly classify examples provided by the generator. In the
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theoretical equilibrium where both parties have sufficiently large model capacity and
computational power, the generator identifies the Bayes decision boundary and only
draw training examples from there, while the discriminator can only perform random
guess. This provides the theoretical rationale for the design of a unified objective for
interactive machine learning algorithms in Section 6.3.
6.2.1 Game Formulation
For clarity of presentation, let us consider a binary classification setting. Suppose
our data (x, y) comes from an underlying joint distribution PXY , x ∈ X ⊂ Rd and
y ∈ Y = {0, 1}. When conditioning on x, we obtain a posterior label distribution
η(x) = Pr(Y = 1|X = x). For any given classifier h : X → Y , we define the loss
function as
R(PXY , h) = E(x,y)∼PXY
[
1{h(x)6=y}
]
(6.2)
which uses zero-one loss. Note that this loss function depends on both the data distri-
bution PXY and the classifier h. When h has sufficient capacity, R(PXY , h) is minimized
by the Bayes classifier
h∗(x) =
 1 if η(x) ≥ 1− η(x);0 otherwise. (6.3)
The two players in a discriminative adversarial game are generator G and
discriminator D.
• The generator G selects a probability distribution over X , with density g ∈ G,
where G is a class of probability density functions with supp(g) = X .1 G induces
a joint distribution GXY over X ×Y by first drawing unlabeled data from g and
1supp(g) is the support of distribution g, i.e., ∀x ∈ supp(g), g(x) > 0.
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then sample its label from the posterior label distribution η. The goal of G is to
select g (or equivalently, to induce GXY ) and generate examples on which D has
a high classification error.
• The discriminator D selects a classifier h ∈ H, where H is a class of functions
mapping from X to Y . The goal of D is to achieve low classification error on the
examples given by G.
G and D play the following two-player minimax game with value function R(GXY , h):
min
D
max
G
R(GXY , h) = E(x,y)∼GXY
[
1{h(x)6=y}
]
. (6.4)
6.2.2 Theoretical Results
We assume that G can draw infinite data x ∼ g and query the corresponding labels; g
and h can take arbitrary function form (their model classes have sufficient capacity),
and η(x) is continuous on X . We have the following results (see Appendix A for proofs):
Theorem 6.2.1. For any fixed distribution selected by G, D’s optimal strategy is to
choose the Bayes classifier h∗.
Theorem 6.2.2. For any  > 0, the generator G’s can select a distribution g that
achieves R(GXY , h
∗) = 1/2− .
Please see Appendix A for the proofs of the theorems. The theoretical results show
that if G samples data points with high probability from the Bayes decision boundary
(region B, where η(x) = 1/2), then even the optimal classifier will make errors almost
half of the time. This characterizes the equilibrium state, where G concentrates on the
Bayes decision boundary and D selects the Bayes classifier. The value of the game is
arbitrarily close to 1/2 from below.
The minimax formulation has been used to analyze active learning in theoretical
work [20, 54]. Reinforcement learning algorithms (multi-armed bandits [45]), submodu-
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lar function maximization [47], and max-min formulation [61], are used to solve active
learning. Recently, the minimax formulation is proposed to develop data selection
procedures for curriculum learning [164], where the data set is fully labeled, unlike in
an active learning setting. To our best knowledge, the literature has not explicitly
connected active learning to a zero-sum game with two players as we described here.
6.3 A Unified Objective for Interactive Machine
Learning
In this section, we consider the interactive learning scenario of the game in Section 6.2.1,
where G samples finite number of data points and D selects a classifier adaptively at
each round. We seek for optimal strategies for both G and D in finite-sample scenario,
aiming to reach the equilibrium quickly. This is known as the best response dynamics
to find the equilibrium [96].
The above game-theoretic analysis shows that when the sample size and model
capacities are infinite, both G and D should optimize – maximize or minimize, respec-
tively – the expected loss over a data distribution. In the finite-sample scenario, both
parties optimize an empirical mean instead of an expectation. To mitigate the risk of
high variance in a finite sample, we need to further regularize the empirical mean.
The discriminator D can follow the convention of supervised learning. In each
iteration, D’s strategy is to train a classifier h that minimizes the regularized empirical
loss on training set S produced by G:
h← argmin
h∈H
|S|∑
i=1
`(h(xi), yi) + λΩ(h) . (6.5)
The regularizer Ω(h) puts preference on the classifier h, such as being less complex.
By trading variance for bias, it can effectively reduce overfitting when S is small. As S
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gets larger, D can decrease λ to obtain a consistent h. This is well-studied in structural
risk minimization [138].
As for the generator G, we have to redefine its strategy space in finite samples. We
assume that the unlabeled set X is sufficiently large so that the distribution g can be
well approximated by a subset S ⊂ X .2 What does it mean for G to play optimally?
Inspired by D’s strategy, we can design G’s strategy symmetrically: it aims to sample
a training set S that maximizes the regularized guessed loss made by the classifier h:
S ← argmax
S⊂X
|S|∑
i=1
`(h(xi), y
∗
i ) + µΦ(S) . (6.6)
y∗i are guessed labels as we don’t have true labels for all data in X . In Section 6.4.1
below, we show that the guessed loss `(h(xi), y
∗
i ) actually corresponds to the selection
criteria of different uncertainty sampling strategies. The set regularizer Φ(S) puts
preference on S. Without the regularizer, Eq. (6.6) reduces to uncertainty sampling,
where the greedy strategy is to select the next example with maximum guessed loss.
The interesting question is what kind of preference should Φ(S) put on S.
Recall that the model regularizer Ω(h) prefers less complex models, e.g. h with a
smaller norm ‖h‖2 for linear function classes. Again using the symmetry argument,
Φ(S) should prefer more complex sets, e.g. a set of feature vectors spanning a larger
volume, or a diverse set that better covers the data space. As S gets larger, the gener-
ator G can decrease the weight µ to concentrate more on uncertain regions, eventually
on the decision boundary, where the data is complex in a task-specific manner, not
complex a priori.
Another way to understand the rationale behind the set regularizer Φ(S) is to
recall the ultimate goal of learning a classifier: to minimize the expected loss, the loss
on the joint distribution PXY as defined in (6.2). However, this quantity cannot be
2With some abuse of notation, we use S to denote a subset of unlabeled data X as well as the
labeled set {(x, y) : x ∈ S}.
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directly measured as we do not have access to PXY in practice. As an approximation,
we minimize the empirical loss over a finite sample S. To better approximate the
expected loss, S should start as a representative sample of the entire population of
PXY . Therefore Φ(S) is a prior measurement of the representativeness of S with
respect to PXY . This rationale implies that, importantly, Φ(S) should encourage not
just a wide coverage of the data manifold, PX , but also a wide coverage of labels over
the data manifold, PY |X . The former can be achieved by considering the data manifold
structure (e.g. through a data similarity matrix or clustering structure). The latter
is often hard to measure a priori, since PY |X is what we set out to learn. However,
in some cases we may still have weak prior of PY |X , e.g. a data set organized under a
related classification scheme, or a pretrained model on related tasks.
G’s strategy can also be interpreted as a reinforcement learning policy: the two
terms in (6.6) are a combination of exploitation and exploration. On the one hand,
G aims to identify the regions in the feature space with the maximum expected loss.
The term
∑|S|
i=1 `(h(xi), yi) corresponds to this exploitation. On the other hand, G has
to explore the feature space and identify all regions surrounding the Bayes decision
boundary, where D would make most mistakes. Φ(S) corresponds to this exploration.
The optimization problem in (6.6) is called regularized loss maximization. The
data selection criterion is now a set function, instead of a pointwise ranking criteria
adopted by many active learning algorithms. The set regularizer Φ(S) gracefully handle
the “cold start” period: at the very beginning of the game when we have no labeled
data to train h, Φ(S) will guide G to sample diverse and representative data points.
6.4 Explaining Existing Algorithms
In this section, we show that the general framework unifies a wide range of existing
active learning algorithms and the ReQ-ReC introduced in Chapter 3.
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6.4.1 Uncertainty Sampling
Uncertainty sampling strategies can be understood as selecting the next unlabeled data
point that maximizes the guessed loss `(h(xi), y
∗
i ) of the current classifier h. Table 6.1
unifies three uncertainty sampling strategies through the lens of different loss func-
tions. The three equivalent losses are zero-one loss, hinge loss, and cross entropy loss,
respectively. They are guessed losses because they assume that the current classifier h
produces the true label posterior distribution.
Table 6.1: Uncertainty sampling algorithms: pick x = argmaxx q(x).
Strategy Criterion q(x) Equivalent guessed loss
least confident 1− ph(y1|x) Eph(y|x)
[
1{y∗ 6=y}
]
margin 1 + ph(y2|x)− ph(y1|x) max(0, 1 + maxy 6=y1 ph(y|x)− ph(y2|x))
entropy −∑y ph(y|x) log ph(y|x) Eph(y|x) [− log ph(y|x)]
y∗ and y1 denote the predicted most probable label;
y2 denotes the second most probable labels.
Uncertainty sampling is a greedy strategy, since it does not optimize the represen-
tativeness of selected data as suggested by the regularized loss maximization objective
(6.6). This means that uncertainty sampling only trains a model that generalizes
locally but not globally. Because of this, uncertainty sampling algorithms are often
distracted by local noisy labels and ignore the entire landscape of the task, leading to
slow learning rates. In Section 6.5.1.1, we follow the guidance of (6.6), fix the myopic
behavior of uncertainty sampling by adding a regularization term, and show promising
preliminary results.
6.4.2 Density-Weighted Sampling
Density-based methods aims to query data points that are “representative” and “uncer-
tain”. The information density criteria selects data point with the maximum product
of uncertainty and density [120]. The DUAL strategy starts with density-based sam-
pling and gradually moves to uncertain regions [33]. In our framework, the guessed
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loss corresponds to uncertainty sampling, and the set regularizer Φ(S) corresponds to
density estimation. This is because Φ(S) evaluates the “coverage” of selected data
points S, which will attain higher values if S consists of data points from dense and
diverse regions.
6.4.3 Batch-Mode Active Learning
The objective function (6.6) is defined on a set instead of a single data point, therefore
is a general batch-mode active learning objective. The two competing objectives opti-
mized by batch-mode active learning algorithms are uncertainty and representativeness
[117, 60, 144], which resonates well with the guessed loss and set regularizer terms in
(6.6). The unified objective is also more general, as it is not specific to a particular
classification model family, number of classes, or loss function, which were assumed in
previous works on batch-mode active learning.
6.4.4 ReQuery-ReClassification (ReQ-ReC)
The ReQ-ReC algorithm (Chapter 3 and 4) alternates between two loops: the inner
loop performs uncertainty sampling, and the outer loop computes a diverse query and
select more unlabeled data points into the unlabeled pool. This double-loop process can
be understood as taking alternating steps to increase the objective (6.6): the uncertain
data points in the inner loop increase the guessed loss, while the diverse and relevant
documents retrieved in the outer loop increase the set regularizer.
6.4.5 Expected Error Reduction
Expected error reduction retrains the current model h with the guessed label of a data
point x, and selects the x that causes the maximum expected error reduction [111, 169].
Below we show that it is related to maximizing the guessed loss one step ahead.
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Let us denote the current labeled set as S, and SX = {x : (x, y) ∈ S}. UX is the
set of currently unlabeled data, therefore all unlabeled data X = SX ∪ UX . In each
round of active learning, one element is removed from UX , labeled, and enters SX .
After training on S, we have our current model h. Denote the guessed loss of model
h on a set of unlabeled data A as L(h,A) =
∑
xi∈A `(h(xi), y
∗
i ). Then L(h, UX) =
L(h,X )− L(h, SX).
In a look-ahead step, a data point xk ∈ UX will be assigned a label h(xk) guessed
by the current model h. Let us use hk to denote the model retrained on the pseudo
training data set S ∪ {(xk, h(xk))}. Sk = SX ∪ {xk} and Uk = UX\ {xk} are the new
labeled and unlabeled X-data sets.
Expected error reduction aims to select xk according to:
xk ← argmin
xk∈UX
L(hk, Uk) (6.7)
= argmin
xk∈UX
L(hk,X )− L(hk, Sk) (6.8)
Since hk is trained on the same set as h, plus a data point labeled by h itself (self-
confirming), it is guaranteed that hk achieves a lower guessed loss on all the data X .
That is, ∀k, L(h,X ) ≥ L(hk,X ). Therefore ∀k,
L(h,X )︸ ︷︷ ︸
constant w.r.t. k
−L(hk, Sk) ≥ L(hk,X )− L(hk, Sk) . (6.9)
The left-hand side (LHS) is an upper bound of the right-hand side (RHS), and the
RHS is the objective function (6.8). Because the first term in the LHS is a constant
with respect to k, selecting xk to minimize the LHS amounts to:
xk ← argmax
xk∈UX
L(hk, Sk) =
∑
xi∈Sk
`(hk(xi), y
∗
i ) (6.10)
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Equ. (6.10) can be understood as “maximizing the guessed loss one step ahead”, which
minimizes an upper bound of the original criteria Equ. (6.7) or (6.8).
Both L(hk, Uk) and L(hk, Sk) are “future” guessed losses. It is the selection criteria
for one unlabeled data point xk. To calculate it, one needs to retrain a whole model hk.
Therefore to execute the expected error reduction algorithm, one needs to retrain as
many models as the number of unlabeled data points in UX : hk, k = 1, · · · , |UX |. This
can be very computationally expensive, because the unlabeled data set UX is usually
very large.
6.5 Design Implications for New Algorithms
Previous sections have shown that the regularized loss maximization framework is quite
general and unifies many existing learning algorithms. This section presents two new
interactive learning algorithms as novel instantiations of the general framework.
6.5.1 The Representativeness Term
In the objective function (6.6), the set function Φ(S) encourages high coverage, or
representativeness, of the selected set S. Φ(S) serves as a prior when the guessed loss
is inaccurate, especially at the beginning of the learning process.
Φ(S) can be defined by the unlabeled data manifold structure (e.g. revealed by
the pairwise data similarity matrix or the cluster structure). Intuitively, it should
encourage S to cover dense and diverse areas of the feature space X , i.e. to explore
the space. It can also be defined by a set of known topics/aspects, e.g. a part of
a knowledge graph related to the current task. Intuitively, it should encourage S to
cover heterogeneousX-regions that might bear different labels. In different applications
scenarios, we should seek for a Φ(S) that truly captures the notion of representativeness
in that scenario. For instance, in high-recall retrieval, a good Φ(S) should aim to cover
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all possible aspects of the query. In a word sense disambiguation task, Φ(S) should aim
to cover all senses of the ambiguous word. Below we discuss concrete implementations
of Φ(S).
6.5.1.1 Representativeness Defined on Data Manifold Structure
A function family well-suited for this purpose is the subset selection objective, such as
those used in submodular maximization algorithms [72] and determinantal point pro-
cesses [75]. Concrete examples include the coverage function, the facility location, and
the mutual information function. They all prefer representative and diverse subsets. A
notable advantage in terms of computational complexity is that monotone submodular
set functions permit greedy and near-optimal solutions.
(1) Coverage function: for every data point x ∈ X , its neighborhood is a set of points
Γ(x) ⊂ X , including itself. Coverage function is the sum of weights of every point
in S and their neighbors:
Φ(S) =
∑
e∈∪x∈SΓ(x)
w(e) . (6.11)
When w(e) = 1, it counts the number of elements covered by S. This function is
convenient for graph data representation but less so for vector data representation,
unless we can clearly define the neighborhoods using a good similarity function.
(2) Facility location: let s(·, ·) measure the similarity between data points. Facility
location function measures the similarity between S and the pool of unlabeled
data X :
Φ(S) =
∑
e∈X
max
x∈S
s(e, x) . (6.12)
When s(e, x) is interpreted as the utility of opening a facility x for a customer
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e, this function measures the total utility of opening a set of facilities S for all
customers X if a customer only goes to the facility with maximum utility.
(3) Mutual information: we can model all feature data points by a Gaussian process,
where we define an appropriate covariance function k(·, ·) that measures the rela-
tion between any two data points. Given a finite data set X, we have the Gram
matrix K with elements ki,j = k(xi, xj),∀xi, xj ∈ X. We aim to select subset S
such that S and U = X\S have the maximum mutual information. In other words,
observing S tells us a lot about the unobserved U .
Φ(S) = I(S;U) = H(S) +H(X\S)−H(X) (6.13)
= log det(KS) + log det(KX\S)− const. (6.14)
Since the determinant of a matrix can be viewed as the volume of subspace spanned
by its column vectors, we can view this function as selecting columns in the full
kernel matrix K that span the largest volume.
Preliminary Results
To test the regularized loss maximization framework, we conducted preliminary exper-
iments on the 20NewsGroup dataset, where simple uncertainty sampling methods are
known to underperform random sampling (e.g. see Figure 2 and 4 in [144]).
We implemented regularized loss maximization using hinge loss of the multiclass
classifier (Table 6.1, 2nd row). The regularizer is the facility location function (6.12),
with regularization weight µ = 1/|S|2. The learning curves are shown in Figure 6.1
and 6.2. The 20 classes in 20NewsGroup dataset has non-trivial overlap each other,
therefore the class boundaries are not “clean”. Simple uncertainty sampling methods
suffer in such case because the queried examples may be noisy boundary cases that
are not representative enough to carry useful information for discerning the classes.
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Regularized loss maximization strikes a balance between exploration (querying rep-
resentative examples) and exploitation (querying uncertain examples), outperforming
random sampling. Figure 6.2 shows that regularized loss maximization is the fastest
in discovering new classes, as a result of explicit exploration.
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Figure 6.1: Learning curves on the 20NewsGroup data set. Three simple uncertainty
sampling methods underperform random sampling. In contrast, regularized loss max-
imization outperforms random sampling by an increasing large margin after querying
50 labels.
6.5.1.2 Representativeness Defined on Semantic Categories
Given the classification task at hand, suppose we can identify a related subgraph
inside a general knowledge graph that well covers the task domain. Let the topics in
the knowledge subgraph be V , where each node v ∈ V is a known semantic category.
Given an unlabeled data point x, also suppose we have a similarity function or a topical
classifier s(v, x) to evaluate the similarity between data x and topic v. We can use, for
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Figure 6.2: Regularized loss maximization discovers new classes faster than other meth-
ods, because of its balanced exploration-exploitation strategy.
example, the facility location function to measure the coverage of S over all topics V :
Φtopic(S) =
∑
v∈V
max
x∈S
s(v, x) . (6.15)
The representativeness term Φ(S), together with the guessed loss term in Eq. (6.6)
defines a novel active learning algorithm. We can further use nonnegative linear com-
binations of (6.12) and (6.15) as the representativeness term, such that the queried
data points are from dense and topically diverse regions. This enables the algorithm
to explore the data space efficiently.
6.5.2 Text Classification with Query Recommendation
Instead of querying data points one by one, the set-based objective function also inspires
the choice of set S by retrieving a set of data points using a computer-suggested
query. This can be seen as a principled method for query generation in the ReQ-ReC
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framework (Chapters 4 and 5).
In text classification tasks, the data examples are documents, and the
query/concept can be a term in information retrieval, or a statistical topic (multi-
nomial distribution over terms). It is different from an “organic” document, but a
generated/synthetic document. We assume that the user can still interpret the query
and assign a classification label. Once labeled, the query can induce weak labels on a
related set of documents Sθ. For instance, if θ is a statistical topic, then Sθ contains
the top kθ documents that are most likely to be generated by θ. The goal is to find the
next query/concept such that once it is labeled, the classification model performance
will improve by a large margin.
Let S0 be the set of documents retrieved by previous queries collectively. According
to Eq. (6.6), the new query θ should aim to maximize the objective:
θ ← argmax
θ∈Θ
∑
i∈S0∪Sθ
`(h(xi), y
∗
i ) + µΦ(S0 ∪ Sθ) (6.16)
Although there are concerns in active learning field that synthetic examples will likely
be uninterpretable to human annotators [13], queries and statistical topics may still
be amenable to human interpretation. When the query is closely related to a relatively
large cluster (a subclass), it may as well be an interpretable topic. When the query is
only close to a small amount of documents, we can directly present the closest document
to the user and obtain labels.
When new modes of interaction is introduced in an algorithm, such as providing
feedback on queries, automated evaluation can be difficult. To approximate the human
judgment on synthetic queries, we can use the label(s) of its closest document(s) as a
surrogate. To truly evaluate the effectiveness of this algorithm, we need to run real
user studies to qualitatively evaluate the interpretability of generated queries, especially
when the query becomes close to the decision boundary.
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6.6 Conclusion
This chapter introduced a general framework for interactive machine learning algo-
rithms. The framework starts by formulating the interactive process between the hu-
man teacher and the machine student as a two-player, zero-sum game. The payoff is
the expected loss of the machine student on unseen examples, which is also the gain for
the human teacher. In finite sample case, the expected loss can only be approximated
by regularized empirical loss, the optimization objective for the machine. Inspired by
this objective, we design the objective of a human teacher in a symmetric way: the
human teacher aims to maximize regularized guess loss. The uncertainty sampling
criteria corresponds to the guessed loss, while a high coverage (representativeness) of
unlabeled data corresponds to the regularization term.
This objective turns out to be able to explain many existing interactive learning
algorithms, including several classical active learning algorithms and the new ReQuery-
ReClassification framework proposed in Chapter 3. This suggests that the framework
is quite general and it has the potential to guide the design of new algorithms. As a
sanity check, we enhanced the uncertainty sampling algorithm with a simple regular-
ization term, which indeed outperformed the uncertainty sampling algorithm without
regularization. This demonstrates that the framework could provide some meaningful
guidance to algorithm design. Encouraged by this result, we then proceed to dis-
cuss a new text classification algorithm with a new kind of teaching modality: query
recommendation and labeling, which connects the practice of machine learning and
information retrieval. We believe this framework has the potential to inspire more
flexible algorithms in the future.
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CHAPTER 7
Summary and Outlook
This chapter summarizes the work and contribution presented in this dissertation,
points out its limitations, and presents numerous directions for future work.
7.1 Summary
The successes of current machine learning methods crucially rely on a massive amount
of labeled training data. For tasks like predicting ratings based on customer review
text, training data may come for free. For tasks like recognizing human faces in images,
training data can be crowdsourced at large scale. But for tasks like extracting med-
ications in clinical notes, training data can only be provided by medical experts who
may not have much spare time for data analysis and labeling. Without sufficient train-
ing data, current machine learning methods cannot hope to produce accurate models.
In critical domains like health care, we have an increasing need for high-performance
machine learning models to extract knowledge from data, yet domain expertise for cre-
ating training data remains scarce. To bridge the gap in these domains, we need new
machine learning models that are less data-hungry. In particular, the new algorithm
should be able to understand and make use of existing knowledge and be proactive and
curious throughout the learning process. This dissertation studies interactive machine
learning algorithms to achieve this goal.
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Throughout the dissertation, with the exception of the last chapter, I designed and
evaluated a spectrum of interactive machine learning algorithms.
The first is an algorithmic framework for solving high-recall information retrieval
problems (Chapter 3). Commonly found in medical, legal, academic, and other profes-
sional domains, high-recall retrieval tasks aim to retrieve not just one, but all pieces of
relevant information from an large collection, with reasonably high precision. Often-
times all relevant documents cannot be retrieved by just one query, so a multi-query,
iterative search process is needed. The results returned by each query may contain
some relevant and inevitably some nonrelevant documents. An active learning classi-
fier is employed to quickly distinguish relevant documents from nonrelevant ones. Thus
we combine two iterative processes: active classification and iterative retrieval. This
design allows a separation of concerns: the iterative retrieval loop can focus on recall
by exploring document manifolds where relevant data may be located (high recall),
while the active classification loop filters out any nonrelevant documents returned by
the retrieval loop (high precision). When searching for the next queries, documents
returned by all previous queries are not discarded, but accumulated into a pool for
active classification. This process is named ReQuery-ReClassification, or ReQ-ReC for
short. The framework saves significant human judgment efforts to achieve a high recall
on multiple Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) collections.
Why this algorithm saves human effort? First, the re-classification loop uses active
learning to save the total amount of labels needed to train a classifier. Second, the
re-query step generates diverse queries to efficiently cover new areas in the document
space, without discarding areas visited previously. Efficient exploration maximizes the
discovery rate of new relevant documents, which in turn saves the total effort.
The ReQ-ReC is a versatile framework. From an information retrieval (IR) per-
spective, it provides an effective approach to high-recall retrieval, an important and
hard problem in professional IR. From an active learning (AL) perspective, it enables
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an AL algorithm to work in scenarios where the data collection is only accessible via a
search interface, which is commonly the case for very large data collections to which a
user does not have full access.
The second interactive machine learning algorithm tackles medical word sense dis-
ambiguation tasks, a type of text classification tasks. The human experts are invited
to search for examples in each class to kick off the learning process (Chapter 4). The
ReQ-ReC framework is adapted to fulfill this need: we just need to bring the human
expert into the requery loop to compose queries, in addition to the reclassification loop
to provide labels. We call this algorithm “ReQ-ReC expert”. This allows the human
experts to use their domain knowledge to guide the learning process in the begin-
ning. Specifically, they are able to compose good queries to quickly search and provide
representative examples for each class and kick off classifier training. Representative
examples train a better classifier than randomly selected, probably non-representative
examples. A more accurate classifier will enable the active learning algorithm to ask
more sensible questions, which in turn helps collect more informative training exam-
ples to enhance the model. The “warm start” critically accelerates the whole learning
process later on.
If expert’s domain knowledge is the source of a warm start, then ReQ-ReC is using
it in an indirect way. The knowledge, expressed in search keywords, is first used to
retrieve documents, then affect the model learning by retrieved examples. What the
machine learner sees is a set of labeled examples, not the search keywords; it has to
infer the important keywords from the examples again. Why don’t we let the learner
directly learn from the search keywords in the first place? This reflection leads onto
the design of the next algorithm.
The third interactive machine learning algorithm, which we call Informed Learning
(Chapter 5), starts by learning directly from experts domain knowledge: keywords, or
labeled features, for each class. The learner aims to respect this supervision signal by
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constraining the prediction of any instance to match the desired label if that instance
contains the keyword. This essentially creates an expansive set of weakly labeled
examples to train the initial model, which gives rise to an even stronger initial model
than trained by ReQ-ReC expert, which saves even more total efforts to train a high-
performance machine learning model.
Throughout the experiments, a consistent observation is that a “warm start” at the
very beginning, followed by active learning in the later stage, can reliably accelerate
the overall learning process. The warm start can be obtained by leveraging prior
knowledge, either through expert search (as in ReQ-ReC expert) or labeled features
(as in Informed Learning). Then we enter a virtuous cycle of interactive learning:
an accurate initial model will strategically ask good questions using active learning,
which in turn collects informative training examples to train an even more accurate
model. The opposite of this is the “cold start” vicious cycle: the random sparse training
examples will train a poor model, and based on the prediction of the poor model, active
learning questions are less useful in improving the model. In specialized domains such
as medicine and law, there often exists a wealth of domain knowledge about how to
perform certain tasks, either in the form of knowledge base entries or rules of thumbs
as domain experts’ experience. We should do our best to leverage such knowledge to
provide a warm start to an interactive machine learning process.
The three interactive machine learning algorithms can be aligned on a spectrum.
At one end, we have ad hoc information retrieval rankers, or we can interpret them as a
weak classifiers trained only with one training example – the search query. At the other
end, we have supervised learning model trained with a large set of labeled examples. At
the information retrieval end, a user accomplishes a search tasks by composing search
queries and interacting with the retrieval system. It is an easy and intuitive mode of
interaction, but a search engine cannot help with more complex data analysis tasks.
At the supervised learning end, the human user is only responsible for labeling data
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and do not need to interact with an information system. Labeling data takes arduous
work, but the resulting model can perform complex data analysis tasks with high
performance. High-recall information retrieval and interactive classifier training are in
the middle of this spectrum. They try to combine the best of both worlds: the human
user can interact with the algorithm to easily get an initial good classifier, and then
improve the classifier by providing feedback for only a subset of selected examples.
In this perspective, future development of interactive machine learning should draw
inspiration from the two well-established camps: interactive information retrieval and
interactive (and interpretable) machine learning.
The last chapter looks back at the myriad of interactive learning algorithms and
asks the question: what is the common principle underlying these algorithms? A close
analogy of such a principle is the regularized loss minimization principle for supervised
learning algorithms. This principle provides guidance to alleviate the overfitting prob-
lem: a balance between model complexity and its fitting of training data. It unifies the
objective of many algorithms like linear regression, lasso regression, logistic regression,
support vector machines, etc, and guides the design of new objectives. In general, an
underlying principle helps us gain fundamental understanding of existing algorithms
and guide the design of new ones.
As a key contribution of this dissertation, I propose a general framework for inter-
active machine learning algorithms. Such a principle is much needed in new algorithm
design, while it is lacking in current literature. In our formulation, the machine learner
and the human teacher are engaged in a repeated game. The machine learner aims
to find a model to minimize the regularized empirical loss, while the human teacher
aims to find a subset of training data to maximize the regularized guessed loss. It
turns out that the regularized guessed loss is a unified objective function. It explains
many existing interactive machine learning algorithms, including uncertainty sampling,
density-weighted sampling, batch-mode active learning, expected error reduction, and
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the newly proposed ReQ-ReC algorithm. As a sanity check, we enhanced the uncer-
tainty sampling algorithm with a simple regularization term, which is indeed more
robust than the uncertainty sampling algorithm without regularization. This demon-
strates that the unified objective can indeed provide meaningful guidance to algorithm
design.
7.2 Limitations
Below I discuss several limitations of this dissertation and the ways to improve them.
The first limitation is that all interactive machine learning algorithms are evaluated
with simulated human inputs, which are derived from labeled corpora. On the one
hand, using simulated input allows us to have stable and scalable comparison of many
learning algorithms on numerous tasks. On the other hand, the observed learning
behaviors are only approximations of that would happen on real users. An immediate
next step is to design and implement user studies to evaluate these interactive machine
learning algorithms in practice.
A second limitation is that the proposed algorithms all assume that the human
teacher will provide accurate labels. While this may be true for well-trained domain
experts on specific tasks, the assumption can fail because (1) the annotators may have
different levels of expertise, (2) examples are intrinsically hard, or different annota-
tors may have different answers; (3) human annotators make mistakes and experience
fatigue over time [4]. These problems will surface when annotation tasks are crowd-
sourced to a group of people with varying expertise [82]. In such cases, an interactive
machine learning algorithm should account for quality of contributions from different
annotators when querying for labels [22]. In general, a better understanding of the
user’s needs, expectations, and interaction behaviors will greatly benefit the design of
interactive learning systems.
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When the interaction including labeling features, the human teacher may not be
able to assign a clear label, especially when such features are ambiguous and do not
strongly indicate a particular class. To account for this issue, Chapter 5 implemented
feature labeling oracles with varying quality. When designing real world interfaces, one
can allow the human teacher to answer “I don’t know”, or provide both a label and a
low confidence score, suggesting that the label may not be useful.
A third limitation is that we assume the same cost for different annotation actions:
labeling an instance, labeling a feature, highlighting an indicative feature in an instance,
and composing a search query. These actions take different efforts in practice; the same
action may have varying costs on different data objects [121]. For instance, labeling
a feature generally takes shorter time than labeling an instance, but may take longer
time if the feature is hard to interpret as it is out of context. Such a limitation can be
addressed by using different estimated costs per action, or measuring the time in real
world experiments and user studies.
7.3 Future Directions
The general framework of interactive machine learning, as well as lessons learned in
the design, evaluation, and application of specific learning algorithms, suggests many
research directions for further exploration.
Rich interaction channels for interactive machine learning
This dissertation developed algorithms that allow domain experts to provide supervi-
sion signals via search queries, keywords, rationales, in addition to labels. Through
empirical experiments, we demonstrate that these interaction channels allow high
“throughput” of expert’s domain knowledge than providing labels. A future research
direction is to explore richer interaction channels/modalities (1) for human users to
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teach the machine, and (2) for the machine to talk back to human users. We expect to
see faster learning rates with these new channels. Note that the two directions may or
may not share the same form, e.g. to provide interpretable rules is easy for humans but
hard for machines, while to visualize data is easy for machines but hard for humans.
Along with these new channels is the evaluation problem: which channels are most
effective at which learning stage? To evaluate these channels, future work can take use
simulated human inputs as a starting point (the Cranfield paradigm experiments), but
ultimately these evaluations should take place in real-world settings with real users.
Computer-assisted content analysis
Content analysis is a general research method for making sense of recorded communica-
tion. It is widely used by HCI researchers and health care practitioners to understand
user-generated content in online social media, most of which consists of text. By
reading text, researchers conceptualize the content in a set of codes, assign codes to
individual documents, and analyze the distribution, correlation, and evolution of these
codes. To gain insights into the ever-growing user-generated content, researchers need
more powerful content analysis tools.
It will be very useful to have interactive systems to support large-scale content anal-
ysis. The system aims to help researchers quickly develop their codebook, efficiently
code documents, ensure the generalizability of codes, and keep track of statistics such
as inter-rater reliability and code distribution. The system will summarize the text
collection as clusters/hierarchies of documents and words to assist open coding and
axial coding. To train the text classifier, researchers can label informative words or
use them to search for representative documents for each code category. The system
will also suggest informative words and documents for further labeling. The classifier
is updated with new labels, and evaluated on a validation set. The validation set needs
to be gradually expanded to avoid overfitting, and revised if new codes are discovered
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in the iterative learning process. Such a project is best carried out as a collaboration
between HCI and data mining communities.
Heterogeneous health information analysis
Recent years have seen unprecedented growth of health-related text information. These
text information comes in different genres: standardized knowledge bases such as the
UMLS; biomedical literature such as MEDLINE; various types of clinical notes such
as discharge summaries and radiologists’ notes; and online health communities, such
as MedHelp and WebMD. New knowledge and patterns often emerge when multiple
sources of data are mined together. For example, by jointly mining biomedical liter-
ature and clinical notes, novel clinical findings could be discovered; jointly analyzing
discussions in online health forums and records in hospitals may reveal different values
and concerns of health care consumers and providers. A key challenge in the joint anal-
ysis of heterogeneous data is to represent different genres of information in a common
space that facilitates data analysis. To achieve these goals, one develop techniques
for learning unified text representation across different health data genres, leveraging
existing medical knowledge bases and keeping the manual effort of domain experts at
a minimum. With the learned data representation, we can explore many interesting
heterogeneous data mining problems.
Interactive data visualization and annotation
Data scientists will gain enormous help if she or he can “see” large data sets from
different perspectives and make informed decisions on where to explore and annotate
next. In this research direction, we can project an unlabeled data set onto a 2D canvas
using nonlinear dimensionality reduction methods. With different colored layers, we
can visualize data density, true and predicted labels, uncertain regions, and promising
areas for future annotation. These layers will change as a result of interactive learning.
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Thus data annotation can be viewed as a “board game” between the human and
the machine, leading to further research opportunities in HCI and deep reinforcement
learning.
Learning to Teach
In the Big Data era, it is critical to optimally allocate resources (human attention,
annotation, and knowledge) in teaching machine learning algorithms to achieve the
best possible outcome. In classical active learning, the teacher obtains the next labeled
example based on heuristic measures such as classifier uncertainty or data density, or
lookahead search such as expected error reduction. We can unify these approaches
by learning the optimal teaching strategy with reinforcement learning from existing
labeled data sets. The goal is to learn an adaptive teaching policy that generalizes
well to unseen supervised learning tasks. It will inform human teachers when to label
representative examples, when to move towards boundary cases, and when to examine
outliers. The action space can be further expanded, such as labeling words/phrases
and synthetic examples. We can then learn more efficient ways of teaching machine
learning algorithms, in addition to labeling examples.
Note that this is different from the machine teaching literature, where fully labeled
data is needed to compute the training curriculum [164].
To summarize, interactive machine learning is a promising new paradigm towards
data-efficient, user-friendly, and overall more intelligent machine learning methodology
and applications.
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APPENDIX A
Proofs of Theorems
Proof of Theorem 6.2.1
For any fixed distribution selected by G, the optimal strategy of D is to choose the
Bayes classifier h∗.
Proof. For any h,
R(GXY , h) = E(x,y)∼GXY
[
1{h(x)6=y}
]
(A.1)
= Ex∼g(x)
[
Ey∼η(x)
[
1{h(x)6=y}
]]
(A.2)
= Ex∼g(x)
[
η(x)1{h(x)=0} + (1− η(x))1{h(x)=1}
]
(A.3)
To minimize R(GXY , h) for a fixed GXY , it suffices for h(x) to be such that ∀x,
η(x)1{h(x)=0} + (1− η(x))1{h(x)=1} (A.4)
is minimized. Note that the indicators here are mutually exclusive, so it suffices for D
to choose the Bayes classifier h∗(x) defined in Eq. (6.3), concluding the proof.
The above theorem holds because Bayes classifier h∗ is agnostic to the X-marginal
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distribution. The minimax game in Eq. (6.4) can then be reformulated as:
max
G
L(G) = max
G
R(GXY , h
∗) (A.5)
= max
g
Ex∼g(x) [r(x)] (A.6)
where we define the risk function r(x) = min(η(x), 1 − η(x)). The maximum value of
L(G) is 1/2:
max
G
L(G) = max
g
Ex∼g(x) [r(x)] ≤ max
x
r(x) =
1
2
. (A.7)
The equality holds if and only if η(x) = 1 − η(x), i.e. η(x) = 1/2, assuming η(x)
is continuous. The next theorem shows that G can reach this maximum arbitrarily
closely.
Proof of Theorem 6.2.2
For any  > 0, the generator G’s can select a distribution g that achieves R(GXY , h
∗) =
L(G) = 1/2− .
Proof. Let us partition the feature space X into two disjoint regions: A =
{x : η(x) 6= 1/2} and B = {x : η(x) = 1/2}. Let g(x) assign δ probability mass on
A and 1− δ probability mass on B.
L(G) = Ex∼g(x) [r(x)] =
∫
x∈X
g(x)r(x)dx (A.8)
=
∫
x∈A
g(x)r(x)dx+
∫
x∈B
g(x) min
(
1
2
, 1− 1
2
)
dx (A.9)
=
(
1
2
− ν
)∫
x∈A
g(x)dx+
1
2
∫
x∈B
g(x)dx (A.10)
=
1
2
− δν . (A.11)
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In (A.10), 1/2−ν = Ex∼g(x)|A [r(x)]. As η(x) 6= 1/2 on A, r(x) = min (η(x), 1− η(x)) <
1/2, therefore ν > 0. G can select g(x) with δ = /ν probability mass on A to achieve
L(G) = 1/2− .
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